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SILVER CITY, N. M., WEDNESDAY,

THE POPULIST PRIMARY.
Silver City Populists Elect Delegates
to the Convention.
Nobody Ilarred from Voting for Delegate
to the I'opuliHtu Convention
Next Saturday.

Last Saturday evening the populists of
this precinct held a meeting to elect delegates to the county convention to be
held here on the 6th. The meeting was
held at the rink and about a hundred
people were present.
At 8:20 George H. Utter called the
meeting to order and stated that the object of the primary was to elect twenty
delegates to the populist county convention to be held in Silver City on the 6th
inst. Andy Hughes reminded the chairman that it was still September and that
the 6th instant had passed and that the
convention would be held on the 6th of
Octolx'r, but the point was lost on the
chairman who still insisted that the convention would be held on the 6th inst.
The chairman then announced that
the first order of business would be the
election of a chairman and Andy Hughes
nominated George II. Utter for the position. Mr. Hughes then moved that
the nominations be closed which motion
was carried. The chairman was about
to put the vote on his nomination when
Mr. Hughes rose and informed the chairman that it was contrary to all precedent
for the chairman to put a motion which
concerned his own election and he, as
mover of the motion, put the question.
Mr. Utter was elected by an overwhelming majority.
The necessity of a secretary was then
observed bv the chairman and P. J. Dodd
nominated Andy Hughes for the place
He was elected without opposition and
the audience called loudly for a speech
to which call Mr. Hughes resjmnded
briefly thanking the meeting for the
honor so unexpectedly thrust upon him
More speeches were called for but the
chairman stated in a very earnest man
ner that, they were not there to talk, but
to act. Taking this as a hint, the meeting got to work. Con Whitehill placed
in nomination the following gentlemen
for delegates to the convention :
C. L. Ashton,
J. J. Hell,
James R. Brent,
James Corbin,
James Crumbeo,
C. C. Whitehill,

Dan Rose,
Wm. Walker,
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George H. Utter,

Urbano Bermudes,
R. II. Speed,
C. A. Allingham,
P. J. Dodd,
George Benton,
A. J. Hughes,
Wm. S. Swift,
B. F. Las well,
Wm. Woods,
Wm. T. Jones,
Paul James.
The nominations were duly seconded
and then a motion was made that nomi
nations be closed. The chairman re
moved the neccessity of taking a vote by
declaring the nominations closed, and
on motion of A. J. Hughes, Con White
hill and Ben Spiller were selected as
tellers and the ballot was proceeded
with. The secretary explained that, as
this was a people's meeting, nobody
would be barred from voting and a heavy
republican and democratic vote was
polled.
After the ballots had been cast, the
secretary observed that there must be
some democrats in the house as the bal
lot box had the appearance of having
been stuffed. This serious chajge was
promptly disposed of by a motion made
by Thomas S. Heflin, who moved that
the stuffing be knocked out of the
ballot box. This restored good feeling
and the count was proceeded with. It
resulted in 48 straight votes and 13
scratched votes besides one republican
vote. J. R. Johnson, D. C. Hobart,
J. B. Warren and C. L. Cantly each received votes but they ran away behind
the ticket and were declared to be not in
it. Johnson made a touching speech
which showed that his heart was overflowing with gratitude. More speeches
were called for but romo hard hearted
fellow made a motion to adjourn. This
was voted down by an overwhelming
majority and, according to all parliamentary usage, the meeting is still in
session.

The murder case against Smith who
killed Hilton in Dona Ana county some
time ago was concluded in the district
The
court at Las Cruces last week.
jury returned a verdict of not guilty.
II. B. Furgersson, of Albuquerque, was
the attorney for Smith while Fountain
and Newcomb represented the territory.
There will be no term of the district
court in Sierra county this fall on ac
count of lack of court funds, J udge Fall
will be at Hillsborough for a few days,
commencing on the 17th, when defaults
may be taken. No jurors will be

TRICE

5 CENTS.

Normal School Literary ExerclfieH.
The first meeting of the normal school
literary society was held last Saturday
evening in the Presbyterian church.
The attendance was good and the program was excellent. When the roll was
called, the members of the society who
were present responded with a quotation
from Longfellow and the selections
which were read were from Longfellow,
in fact this great poet was the subject
for the evening.
Miss Belle Eckles read an excellent
paper on the life and work of this celebrated American poet and Lida Mcintosh, Essie Abraham and May Shelley
read selections from his works.
Miss Pearl Dotson gave a recitation
and Miss Ehnra Alexander sang a solo
and Joan Warren and Allie Uailey
played a duet. All of the young ladies
acquitted themselves very creditably.
Prof. Sel by addressed the members of
the society and appeared to be highly

pleased with the first meeting which
Several songs
was certainly a success.
were sung by members of the society
and an adjournment was had until the
13th inst., when there will lie another
meeting.
Forged Certifícate.
jury in the United States court last
Saturday decided that Yee Uow, a recently imported coolie, did not forge the
bogus certificate that he carried about
his person to prove his right to be in
this country. Thomas P. Cusick, a deputy collector from San Francisco, testified that the certificate purporting to
bear his signature was a forged document and was not even a good imitation
of the genuine document, but the jury
evidently believed that the cooliedid not
know that he had been imposed upon.
As soon as Yee Gow was acquitted lie
was rearrested on a charge of unlawfully
entering the United States and placet
under fóOO bonds for his appearance in
court at the expiration of 30 days.
Mr. Cusick was much interested in
the certificate, and pointed out several
particulars in which it failed to be a true
copy of the genuine paper. He said he
was convinced that a gang in San Francisco was engaged in the business of
m
manufacturing forged certificate
selling them to the Chinese inini'grant-- ,
and he thinks he lias ti clue to the
Independent Democrat.
A

.

The first frost of the season in this
cinity whs h S iturflnv inoriunu.

vi-
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GEO. W. MILES.
Citnillilate for the Council from the Eighth
Legislative District Grant ami
Dona Aim Counties.
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railroading. It is the inauguration of a
fast limited train service over the sunset
route east. The new train which will be
known as the "Sunset limited special,"
is expected to reduce the time between
Los Angeles and New Orleans to about
two days, and between Los Angeles and
New York to four days. The equipment
of the train will consist of the latest Pull
man sleeping, drawing and dining cars,
containing all the latest- improvements.
tickets will be accepted
Only first-clafor passage. And now it remains to be
seen what the Atchison will do to meet

THE REGISTRATION BOARDS.
Voters Can KeglHter for the Coining Elec
tion Next Saturday.

The board of county commissioners
Prof. George W. Miles 1ms been a resiappointed the boards of registration last
dent of Grant county since June 3rd,
Monday afternoon. The following is a
1885, having graduated with honors a
list of the boards appointed, together
short time before
with the places which have been named
from the state unifor holding the meetings of the boards :
versity of MissouPrecinct No. 1, J. Crockett Givens,
ri, from which inII. McAllister, J. Donnelly at the office
stitution he holds
of the justice of the peace.
the master's de- this move.
Precinct No. 2, Frank Bell, Geo. D.
gree. He graduJoseph Williams at the oífice of
Lincoln,
Wm. T. Troutman walks now with the
ated at the head of
of the peace.
justice
the
assistance of a cane. Last Monday afNo. 3, John Gillett, William
the scientific dePrecinct
ternoon he was at Hanover at the blackProf. Geo. W. Mite$. partment and won smith shop and was standing with one Walker, Howard H. Betts at the ollice
a $50 gold medal
of the justice of the peace.
foot up on the forge. A Mexican was
for the best standing in theoretical and
Precinct No. 4, Sim Eby, W. II. Tay
holding a heavy wagon tire which he
practical astronomy.
J. II. Allison at Allison's.
lor,
accidentally let fall. The edge of the
Since he became a resident of Grant
No. 5, W. Lee Thompson,
Precinct
tire struck Mr. Troutman on the leg
county, he has spent several years re
Cordova, Faustino Olguin at
Ramon
between the knee and ankle and for a
spectively as teacher and superintendent
Faustino Olguin's residence.
time it was thought that his leg was
of schools, and has been very successful
Precinct No. 6, J. A. Potter, Alexander
broken, but an examination showed that
in his interpretations of New Mexico
McKeen, Alexander McGregor at Potter's
no injury had been sustained beyond a
school law. Two years ago he was elect
store.
severe bruise.
ed assessor of this county by a large
Precinct No. 7, William A. Heather,
The bodies of two freighters were found C. Famsworth, John A. Moses at Heathmajority and at the close of his term as
superintendent of schools he entered last Wednesday between Conchas and er's store.
upon the duties of assessor. In addition Cabra springs, in San Miguel county.
Precinct No. 8, William Wilson, A. C.
to this work he has spent several years The bodies were wrapped in blankets Windham, T. R. Pearson at school house.
and the heads had the appearance of
in ranching and raising cattle.
Precinct No 9, II. F. Huffman, Frank
He was respectively superintendent of having been crushed with some blunt Reno, T. R. Brant at Pyramid store.
the Fleming cattle company and the Oak instrument. The teams were found not
rrecinct No. 10, Sterling Burwell,
to Rok-r- t
Grove and Sierra Verde cattle company far from the bodies. There appears
Milliken, J. Welch at Jackson's
and organized the NAN ranch company, be no. clue to the perpetrators of the store.
which is one of the largest tax payers in crime.
Precinct No. 11, J. W. Lester, James .
Some of the horse stealing which has Hannigan, F. Bowman at the ollice of
the county.
His time and means have been sue lxen going on in the southern part of the justice of the peace.
cessfully spent in building up the busi- this county, and which was thought to
Precinct No. 12, Henry Hughes,
ness and educational interests of Grant have been done by Indians was undoubt George Nye, A. AV. Potter at Hughes'
New Mexico edly the work of Mexicans. The Mexi residence.
county and of soi'thwe-iterlie is now one of the board of regents of can who was arrested here last week was
Precinct No. 13, Cornelius McCarty,
the normal school" of New Mexico and undoubtedly one of a band of horse John Elder, George Sergeant at comhas taken a great deal of interest in get' thieves operating on both sides of the pany's store.
ting the institution successfully started Iwrder.
Precinct No. 14, Charles Poe, John A.
P. Sprey at Teel and Poe's store.
Deemer,
Niotilu lie be elected, and there is
The Roswell club has extended The
hardly a doubt but that he will be, he Eagle and all the people in tliis part of
Precinct No. 16, David Eggleston, Jes
Bragaw's
would take renewed interest in educaNew Mexico a hearty invitation to be se Keester, John II. Bragaw at
tional matters and would doubtless be present at the railroad celebration to l)e store.
able to secure legislation of great benefit
Precinct No. 17. A. 0. Bailey, G. 0.
held at Roswell on the 15 inst. A nnm
to the educational interests of the terri ber of prominent speakers are expectec Tainmerline, George Rolierts at Bailey's
tory. Having been a teacher in the to be present to assist in celebrating the store.
Precinct No. 18, Charles Campliell,
public schools and a superintendent of ojwning of the railroad to that point.
Duke FitzSiinmons, II. FitzSinnnoiis
schools, he is thoroughly aeiuaiiite(:
residence.
J. C. Bay, of Duncan, who is running at r ltzNininons
with the needs of the schools of the terri
Precinct No. 18, G. Scott Dawson,
of Graham county, on the Peter
McDermott, M. Mitchell atWeisl's
tory and knows just what legislation is for supervisor
democratic ticket,, was here last week store.
needed for their benefit.
Precinct No. 20, J. P. Ownby.Don : II.
Politically he is a sound democrat an lie says that the ranges along the river Kedzie, C. Stevens at Rolterts &. Leahy
Duncan
are
alwve
ten
or
miles
eight
for
lun al ways been ready to work for the
store.
pretty drv but that between Duncan and
Precinct No. 21, II. E. Crawford, W.
interests of the party. His character
is good feed.
II. Alexander, Thomas Hall at school
above reproach and his popularity can Solomonville there
house.
be attested in no more convincing way
Some of the lady members of the Re
Precinct No. 22, William Knox, J. D.
than to refer to the large niajoritie bekah lodge, I. O. O. F. of this city Smith, James Thwaits at Oak Grove.
Precinct No. 23, W. C. Franks, Frank
which be Inn received in this county gave an excellent supper to the members
when' he has leen a candidate for otlice of that lodire after the close of their reg Ballard, Felis Rosales at school house
Precinct No. 24, Robert Swan, Thomas
ular meeting last Friday evening.
lni?l. II. A. Potior nt Kwintit' rodtjlniion
The Southern Pacific company has an deliuhtful time was had by all those
Precinct No. 25, Jesse Dickinson, J. K.
Metcalf, C. tt. Lvons at school house.
nounced a new departure in overland present
ss

.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Newsy Notes
A

of Local Happenings.

(irlst of Readable Paragraphs Which
Should Not be Overlooked
By Our Readers.

AV. F. Lorenz has moved into the
Mitchell residence.
The grand lodge of Masons of New
Mexico is in session at Albuquerque.
The first ball of the season was given
by the Silver Social club last Friday evening.

The past few days were a reminder
for this

that the summer days are over
year.

Wild turkeys are found in considerable
nuinlxTs in the valley of the Sapello
this year.
r
Kids skins .are being shipped from
this territory to France to be made into
French kid.
The big roundup is down in Mexico
getting strays together for the purpose of
getting them over the line.
J udgo Boone was at Pinos Altos last
week where ho expounded good democratic doctrine to the voters.
Freighters between this place aud Mogollón are very busy. There are no idle
teams at either terminus of the route.
The Independent Democrat has dubbed
the.republican candidate for delegate to
congress Thomas Brickgrabber Catron
There was a good rain here early last
Friday morning. Rain coining now is
a little late to do much good but will
help out some.
The placer mines in the vicinity of
Pinos Altos are not being worked so ex
tensively now as they have been, on ac
count of the scarcity of water.
Adah chapter No. 5, of the order of the
Eastern Star was instituted at Albuquerque last Friday evening with a
charter nieni1x.Tsh.ip of over 40.
The normal school building is now far
enough advanced so that it is a conspic
uous object and is noticed by people
coining into town from all directions.
Peaches are selling in the Gila valley,
below Soloinonviile, at one cent a pound
and fruit growers there will not be able
to market all the crop even at that figure
It is said that there are quice a num-Iof Mexican revolutionists on the
Mimbres river and that an attempt will
lx! made to register them for the coming
election.
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last Thursday against the grant claimants in the Cochiti mining district and
there was great rejoicing among the
miners.
Mrs. Shellhorn of Mogollón, sister of
Mrs. Geo. D. Jones of this city, is
reported very ill with typhoid fever.
A new postoffice has been established
on the Mimbres. George Perrault is
postmaster and the name of the new office is Sherman.
There is not enough water at Pinos
Altos to keep the mills going so that the
output of the camp is not so large as it
would be if water enough could be had
for milling purposes.
Excursionists from the east who have
been in Deming recently are highly
pleased with the country and quite a
numlxT of them think seriously of in
vesting in land down there.
There is a prospect that there will
soon be a daily mail between this place
Mail is now carried
and Mogollón.
three times a week. It is not improb
able that the time will be made a
little shorter.
The board of county commissioners
met on Monday for the purpose of appointing the members of the boards of
registration in the different precincts in
the county and for the transaction of the
regular business before the board.
Little has Ixjen heard recently concern
ing the projected railroad from Deming
into Mexico, but the promoters of the
road are still confident that it will be
built and that the time is not far distant
when the work of construction will be
resumed.
The normal school of New Mexico
opened a month ago today in the Pres

During the
byterian church here.
month that it lias been in session the

CM.HENDEH80WtC0.T0OK

I
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number of pupils has increased nearly
fifty per cent.
The success of the
school is now assured.
The annual conference of the New
Mexico mission of the Methodist church
will be held at El Paso' this year commencing on the ilth inst.
Last Sunday evening the Jewish year
5655 commenced and Monday was celebrated as new year's day or, according to
the Hebrew calendar,
On Friday night a slight disturbance
was occasioned by some one taking a
shot at a dog on Broadway, The fellow,
whoever he is, made a poor shot, for the
dog still lives.
Capt. Sales has taken a lay off and W.
F. Lorenz has taken his run as mail
agent for a few days. Meanwhile Col.
Twomey is the assistant in the Silver
Rosh-ha-Shon- a.

City postolficc.
The average rainfall in southern New
Mexico this year has been considerably
Ixdow what it was last year, but is about
the same as it had been in the five or six
years previous to 189:?.
The democratic candidates who were
over on the Mimbres last week found
everything in that part of the county in
good shape and are well satisfied with
the prospect for a big democratic vote

there.
In most parts of Grant county there
will lxi good feed for stock during the
coming winter, but on some of the
ranges the feed is already short and
owners of such ranges are very much
concerned alxmt their stock.
The local chess players of this city organized a chess club last Friday. The
organization started in with a niemlxT-shi- p
numbering about 24, and from present appearances it is on a solid financial
footing and will undoubtedly succeed.

PRIZE

AT WORLDS

fAII,

c

L

JXr cSSmZJ,

A

"m"1?D

HENDERSONS
1 RED,SCH0F

)

yftoE Shoes

kt

The populists will hold their conven
tion at Morrill hall next Saturday,
More than two hundred delegates have
lx;en provided for and a big time is expected.
The land court at Santa Fe decided

For Sale only at

C. C.

Shoemakers.
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Jack McGee has gone to Mogollón
Thomas B. Pheby was in town last
where he expects to remain for the presWednesday.
H. J. Hutchitson was over from Cen- ent.
Mention of People You Do and Do
E. M. Young, Baylor Shannon and
tral
last Friday.
Not Know.
F. Kious were over on the Mimbres
John
repaired
and
tuned
Have your pianos
week.
last
by a reliable tuner.
Other Interesting Matter Wliieh Can Be
Andrew Staudt, who has been at
the
from
in
was
Matthews
James
By
Our
All
Read With Profit
Mogollón for some time, returned last
Townspeople.
last week.
T. F. Conway went to Socorro last week Thursday.
Have your pianos tuned and repaired
on legal business.
George 0. Smith has returned to
by
a reliable tuner.
.
The postoflice store keeps the finest
A. Mahoney, the Deming hardware
Received
town.
J
candies
in
fresh
cream
Mrs. Thomas S. Heflin is visiting in
every 2 weeks both from San Francisco and furniture man, was here last wek
Virgina.
B. T. Link.
and Pueblo.
figuring on the cornice work for the new
Thomas S. Heflin was at Albuquerque
Col. Pickett went out to the headwaters Normal school building.
last week.
of the Gila last week on a bear hunt.
D. P. Can, republican candidate for
Soaps, Toilet Articles and Perfumery
Israel King, of Deming, was here the legislature from this county, was
Mrs.
at V. L. Jackson & (Jo's.
last week visiting Mrs. W. H. White.
He
down from Pinos Altos last week.
Mrs. Gunn returned to Kansas City
The finest line of Imported and Do- imagines that success will perch on the
last week.
mestic Cigars in the city, at Nolan's op- republican banner about the 6th of next
C. A. Allingham has gone to Missouri posite Post Office.
November.
Mrs. C. T. Phillips, who has been here
on a visit.
Bert Gilbert, who is at the United
Fresh fruits of all kinds arriving daily about six weeks, returned to Texas last States military academy at AVest Point,
Monday.
at Nolan's, opposite Post Oflice.
has entered on his second year at that
H. H. Betts was at Santa Fe this week institution with distinction. He is now
S. G. Spann left for Santa Fe on Sunin attendance at a meeting of the penitenday's train.
a corporal and is well up toward the
Go to Hose & Fritter's for fresh made tiary board.
head of his class.
candies.
For Sale A bran new Petaluma inBuy your School Supplies at AV. L.
M iss Dennis was over from Georgetown cubator with all the latest improvements. Jackson's & Co's.
Apply to George D. Jones.
lust Saturday.
GO TO THE
Marshall Cantly went to Albuquerque
Finest Cutlery in the city at AV. L.
week
to
has
who
Cantly
meet
Mrs.
last
Jackson & Co's.
CITY
been away on a visit.
James Jackson was down from Pinos
AV. II. Kane will leave in a few days
Altos yesterday.
for Fort Forth, Texas, where he expects
Leave your subscription for any publication with Con M. Nolan, opposite Post to remain for some time.
.
Ollice.
Have your pianos tuned and repaired
and buy your Dry Goods, Crockery,
by a reliable tuner.
AV. C. Davenport was over from Carto
Albuquerque Tinware, Glassware and Notions
J. J. Kelly went up
lisle last Monday.
CHEAP FOR CASH.
of the
to
meeting
Saturday
the
attend
School Books for every one at Porter-field'Wo sell lower than any other house In the
grand lodge A. F. & A. M.
city. It is to YOUR INTEREST TO CALL.
Frank Hull, formerly of this city, is
Judge Freeman is out on the upper
.
B.
doing some very creditable artistic work
Gila on a hunting trip.
Fresh Fruits of all kinds received daily on a Connecticut newspaper.
L.
at the Post Olfiee store.
Bring your job work to Tim Eagle ofB. T. Link.
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
J. P. Goodlander, a St. Louis traveling at reasonable rates.
S. S. Brannin came in from the Sap-ell- o
man, was here last week.
Bicycles,
Guns and Revolvers
last Monday to attend the meeting
For fresh candies, fruits and fine cigars
Repaired.
Promptly
of the board of county commissioners.
go to Rose & Fritter's.
Rates Rensonahlo.
Miss Lula Moore, who has been teachBroadway, opposite Broadway Hotel.
G. E. Murphy, of Roswell, is here
ing on the Upper Gila, came into town
visiting his uncle, E. Cosgrove.
Notice for I'uhllratlon.
Just Rkcmvkd An elegant line of last week. She will return to her school
Land Office at Las Chucks. N. M
in a few days.
f
Septembers, lm.
oflice stationery at Porterlield's.
VOTICEIS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
&
fruit
on
fresh
Rose
receive
Fritter
Bev. Risque, one of the old timers of
i following named settler has Hied notice
every train. Give them an order.
of his Intention to make final proof In supSilver City is here from Mexico.
port of his clnim, and that said proof will lit)
made before the probate judge r probalo
Djn't read our neighbor's paper but Mayor Fleming is back from a trip to clerk
at Silver (Jlty, N. M., on Oetolieráu. im,
the northern part of this territory. viz: James
subscribe for The Eaolr.
F. Miller, who made lid. applis,
H Sec. 11. Tp.
"While absent he inspected the coal cation No. 2182 for the
Mrs. H. Mcintosh scalded her foot
R. 21 w.
mines at Raton and Blossburg.
Ho
names
following
the
nrovo
to
witnesses
quite severely last Monday afternoon.
his continuous residence upon and cultivaJohn Howard, who has leen spending tion of, said land, viz:
Otto F. Zottmann, piano tuner and reTheodrie IMtts, of Carlisle, N. M.; Walter
Co. the past few months in the Mogollón l'ltts, of (inrllslo. N. M. .lames R. Wilson, of
pairer for the
of El Paso, will return to Silver City in country, arrived in the city Sunday. He Olla. N. M.; O. (J. Miller, of Uarlisle, N. M.
person who desires to protest against
about two weeks. If you wish to have will remain here almut a week when he theAny
allowance of such proof, or who knows of
shape wait will return to
your pianos p'lt in first-clas- s
substantial reason, under the law and
open school at Silver Creek. any
the regulations of the Interior department,
for him. Leave your orders for tuning
why
should not lie allowed, will be
0. F. Zottnian will make Silver City given Kurilan proof
at Tun Eaui.k oflice.
opportunity at the alxive meniyid selling pianos, tioned time and place to
regularly,
tuning
the
P. Shelly was in from the Gila this every three or four months.
Piano witnesses of said claimant, and to offer eviIn
dence
by
week. He reports a killing frost on the owners of Silver City will no doubt be claimant, rebuttal of that submitted
John 1). Buvan.
pleased to patronize a reliable tuner.
Gila.
lt"Wir,

PERSONAL

PALAVER.

Mog-ollo-

a.

SILVER

TEN CENT
STORE.

s.

BOK-ENSTEN-

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.

I

w

1

cross-exami-

I
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Judges of Election.
The following judges ofelection were
appointed by the board of county commissioners yesterday afternoon :
Precinct No. 1, W. H. Decker, W. D.
Murray, Al Strauch, election to be held
at Wellgehausen's store.
Precinct No. 2, Jas. Jackson, A.
Hirshbcrger, W. E. Watson, election at
Jas. William's house.
Precinct No. 3, D.A.Martin, C.C.
Shoemaker, A. H. Harllee, election at
Precinct No. 4, D. S. Gorman, C. L.
Ilowlctt, J. L. Vaughn, election at Anion's store.
Precinct No. 5, W. Lee Thompson,
Julian Martinez, E. Benavides, election
at Gala's store.
Precinct No: 6, J. A. Potter, J. Schlos-se- r,
A. McKeen, election at Skating
rink.
Precinct No. 7, W. B. Horn, W. A.
Heather, Mike Fleming, election at
Heather's store.
Precinct No. 8, William Wilson, J. E.
Casper, Lon Moore, election at school

Rev. W. S. Fitch nreached his farewell Ana counting, Ono Councilman for Grant,
sermon here last Sundav. A Rnoe.in.1 Dona Ana, Lincoln, Chavez and Eddy.
The HDnortlonnmnt hits heon nowle na fnl.
program was prepared for the occasion lows:
.... . . ..
,1
l
.l V.
nú 41.
me ciiiircu
was wen
nned Doth No.
No.
morning and evening. Rev. Fitch has of Preof deleclosed a verv Cri'dihlliln turn voiira una. cinct.
Precinct.
gates,
20
Central,
torate here and the good wishes of his I,
3.
Pinos Altos,
congregation go with him to his new
3,
aw
Silver City,
10
4,
Lr. Mimbres,
iieui, wnerever mat, may De.
5
Lorenzo,
5,
San
One evening last week a bear walked
Georgetown,
20
into Dorsey's camp at Pinos Altos while 6,7,
10
I'pper GUu,
5
Lower Gila,
8,
the men were eating supper.
Bruin
5
Shakespeare,
0,
llOSed around flniom'tnppnokiiKHitonsils
10,
llatchlta,
for a short time and then disappeared.
Tlemlng,
20
II,
Mimbres,
5
no was Killed next morning by some 12,
10
13,
Santa Hita,

son's store.
Precinct No, 11, Thos. Marshall, J. L.
Burnside, L. M. Bullock, election at
store.
Precinct No. 12, Thos. Rabb, Wm.
Moore, W. Z. Redding, election at Mimbres store.
Precinct No. 13, F. Malum, A. Martin,
Wm.Climo, election at Callahan's hotue.
Precinct No. 14, Charles Poe, Wm.
Davis, A. P. Taylor , election at Teel &
Poe's store.
Precinct No. 15, It. T. Brown Mike
Hughes, Frank Cheeney, election at
Graphic Co's. store.
Precinct No. 16, E. E. Toney, P. II.
Snyder, Jesse Keester, election at school

treiit.

111

CUCHOS.

Col. Bliss, who has for snmo limp
been in command of the troops at Fort
Bavard, has been promoted to the rank
of brigadier, to take effect Novemk'r 1,
when he will be placed in command of
tne department ot C aliiornia.
Nathaniel Fisher a thn nrriinl fntlior
of two bouncing boys. The twins com- .1 1.
:.i
mem-emo ri.i:..t
inmiiinig vi, ..I...
inner resilience
last
early
Monday morning.
house.
The Silver City opera company will
Precinct No. 9, Frank Reno, II. E.
Huffman, J. T. Muir, election at Pyra- give the Little Tycoon at Morrill hall
on the 18th inst. The company lias been
mid Go's, store.
Precinct No. 10, J. F. Whitmire, John rehearsing the opera for several weeks
Henry, Robt. Milliken,' election at Jack- and our citizens may expect a musical

Tos-sell-

's

.

10
10
10

lladlev.

Gold It ill.
Columbus,

IS,
10.
20,
21.

'il.
XI.
4.
25,

r.

Illackhawk,
Carlisle,
Lordsburg,

Pine Ciénega,
Oak Grove,

5
5

San.luan.

5
Ulcollto,
10
Mangas.
Desiring an expression of the people, regardless of their former party alllliations
public nll'alrs, which Interest our
people more than the packlngof primaries
and conventions by democratic and republican rlmisters, we have made the apportionment so that every one who has tlio time and
inclination to be present can do so without
boss and
first consulting a
The poputhereby lowering his

list party Is a western and southern party,
representing the Interests of the people, is in
favor of the free coinage of silver on a basis
Robinson's.
of
to 1. and every true American who loves
JnniOH R P.oll lnvehoi of Niulrii'i- Af- - his Inline nuil family better than old parly
traditions Is requested to participate in thn
torney C. G. Bell, died recently at
proceedings.
nose In sympainy witn tne popuusi moveHorn, to Mr. and Airs. I'.lodsnn nn ment arc requested to hold primaries SaturSent. 2llth. and all delegations are reday.
Monday, September 24, 1894, a girl.
quested to report at the Tremont. house hi
bee the new Majestic Heater at Rob Silver City on I'rlday evening. Oct.. 5th.
S. S. Iliiu'iim:i,i,
inson s.
Chairman Ex. Com. Precinct 11.
D. R. Hrnu'ni'll lina niirlmiid tho
IlKMlNll.
,1. II. Jackson.
Frank Itowman.
Southern hotel of Mrs. Abraham.
Joseph Merk.
Martin Mullen,
Full stock of Heating Stoves at Robin- - .lolin McCarthy.
E. A. Schultz.
N. W.Chase.
Silas Mluker,
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges

at

111

Cull for

H

I'opilllHt County Convention.

house.

Precinct No. 17. A. 0. Bailev. Geo.
Timnierline, Geo. Roberts, election at
imiley s residence.
Precinct No. 18. H. G. Noel. P. For
aker, J. 0. Toney, election at assay otliee.
Precinct No. 19, G. Scott Dawson.
L. C. Morrow, P. H. McDermott, election
at Weisl's store.
Precinct No. 20, J. P. Ownby, Rolxrt
Kedzie, T. J. Coggin, election at justice's

Cooks,

14,
15,
III,
17,

Pursuant to an order of the nonullst cen
of New Mexico which met In
Albuquerque on September luth and lillh, a
convention of tliu populist voters of Grunt
county Is hereby called to meet at Silver
City. October II. 1S14. In Morrill hall at 10
o'clock, a. m., for the purpose of nominating
eandtilnles ror: Mieriti, donate v tern, assessor, i'rolia to .ludge.Trciisurer.Stipt.of Schools,
County Surveyor. Collector. Coroner, Three
county commissioners, Due niemher for tho
Legislature for (Jnint and Dona Ana counties. One Councilman for Grant anil Dona

tral committee

C. I'. Howell,
S. Lindaucr.

W. P. Wilkinson.
C. .1. Whitehead.

It. S.Coryell,

T. K. lira ml,

,1.

T. Warren,

STKIN S CASS.
W. .1. Morris.

Hiram Elsher.

K. S. Wright,
W. II. Lowry,
W. H, Klder.

CKNTltAt..

.las. Wilson.
It.

.1.

I. Lafranz,
Cooper.

(IKOltOKTOWN.

A. McGregor.

.

McGregor,

C, Ealsch,
John llackus,
G. H. Sibole,
Joseph Schlosser,
John Knight.
John ('. Kerry.
Corilobn.
C. Curuton,
J.
Henrico
Santiago Terra sas.

oliice.

Precinct No. 21, Walter Pitts. P. S.
Hall, Wm. Alexander, at Mule Spring
school house.
Precinct No. 22, Geo. Cox., L. L. Case.
AV. M. Irwin, election at otliee of Oak
Grove Co.
Precinct No. 23, J. Entzininuer, F,
Gongales, Geo. 0. Perrault, election at
win Juan school house.
Precinct No. 24, II. A. Fuller. J. M
Harper, Jack Caster, election at school

house.
Precinct No. 25 T. J. Clark, Dr. Price,
V. II. Lyons, election at school house,

It has been rumored that Don: II.

q

Bl

Mogollons

Murphey'sPassenger,Expressand

Get
on

Mail Line.

Kedzie of the Lordsburg Liberal will
bend the delegates from his precinct to
the peoples' party convention, and that
Stage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. ni. every Monday, Wednesday
rooms have been engaged at the Tremont
house for that purpose, and he proposes and Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
to get in on the ground floor. It is also
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo it Co's. express
said that Harry Classen and R. P. Hart
will accompany the delegation. We give oflice from which place the stage starts.
the rumor for what it is worth.
Born, October 2, 1894, to the wife of
0. E. Windridge, a son.

W.

M.

Murphey.
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the clerk to enter such judgment
CATRON PAYS THE BILL. stand at a respectful distance, surveying
of his
Half a Million Bricks Paid for at Last.
Tint Noiiliniitloil of l ilt rim ix of Sonic
lteilffll to the Territory of
New Mexleo.

the approaching consummation
plans with a smile, almost akin to the
heavenly, illuminating his capacious
countenance.
And still the building grew! For in
July, 1891, 20,000 additional brick went
into its spacious walls; and when a little
later the turrets shone in their completed splendor in the mid-da- y
sun, 'twas
said by those who knew that 86,450 other
bricks of penitentiary origin had gone
into the edifice. The future private office on the corner soon stood strong and
symmetrical in its entirety; and the spacious library behind, which holds innumerable volumes and Charlie Spiess,
soon was the wonder of the whole New
Mexican bar.
But around these all,
holding them in a firm embrace, were
solid walls of $3 a 1,000 brick furnished
by the territory of New Mexico.
'Tis saiil however, in holy writ, that a
day of reckoning always conies; and this
inexorable rule applies evento Thomas
15. Catron.
For, some davs later, a bill
was presented reading somewhat as fol

"T. 15. Uatrox."
Judgment was entered up accordingly
on December 18, 1893, for that amount.
That the public may understand how
was arrived at, it is proper tostate
that interest on accounts run auer six
months from the date of the last item,
and in the absence of express agreement
the rate is 6 per cent. Accordingly, the
interest Irom January,iyz,to uecemner,
1893, was $185.84, which added to the
original debt of $1,616.27, gave the
amount of the judgment, $1,802.11.
It is, however, as all who have ever
participated in a law suit well know, one
thing to get a judgment and another
thing to get the money.
most emHo the territory discovered
phatically in this case ; for from December, 1893, up to yesterday, the judgment
rested upon the docket calmly awaiting
new developments.
These long looked for "new developments" came last Thursday at Socorro,
when Mr. Catron, having thrice spurned
the crown, finally became a willing victim and the leader of the republican
forces of '94. It is intimated by some
that one ground of his hesitancy in accepting was the fact his acceptance
would involve the payment of this debt,
which unpaid would not give a pleasant
tint to the color of his canvass.
At any rate, Mr. Catron accepted the
nomination ; Mr. Joseph got on his trail,
and as a consequence there was filed
yesterday in the clerk's oliice the following:
No. 3,210 The judgment heretofore
recovered in the alxjve entitled action
having leen paid to the territorial treasurer iñ the full sum of $1,802.11 and by
him placed to the 'convicts earnings
fund, the said judgment is hereby satisfied and released of record.
Edwaud Ij. BAiiTi-irrSolicitor General of the territory of New

A week ago last Saturday there was ti
rousing democratic ratification meeting
at Santa Fe. Delegate Joseph was there
and in the course of his remarks he said :
Mr. Catron is the head of the republican party in this territory and he is an
attorney of ability and prominence. Hut
what has he done for Santa Fe and New
Mexico?
Nothing at all to prove his
faith by his works. It is true that he
has built a handsome residence in your
midst with the nut stone taken from the
Federal building.
But somehow Mr.
Catron has failed to pay for the property
thus taken from the national government without, its consent. Fellow citi
zens, it 1 hud done tins instead ot iUr. lows :
IVc. 25, l)l.
Catron, it is hardly necessary to say that
T. It. Cut ron, Dr., to the Territory of New
I would not lxs addressing vou here toMexico:
night. 1 would instead Ije keeping combrick from July. USW. to May. 1WH.
pany with your county commissioners For 432.SW
ai.uiw
In Jul v, ism.
over at the pen. Mr. Catron has done
St),) brick In July, isl.
more than this. Me has built a hand.
some block on the east side of your plaza
Bricks lit 1.1)0 per M., $l.fllll.3T.
and it is really an ornament to your city.
The bricks of which it is constructed
It might very readily have been suswere secured from the territorial
pected that so small an item as $1,600,
but Mr. Catron has not especially as a debt to another, would lie
found time to settle for them.
spurned by a man who has lxien for
On Monday following the delivery of vears dealing in thousands ot acres in
this speech, Mr. Catron found time to land grants. And the course of the mat
ter justified the suspicion.
pay the territory for the bricks which
lor on rebuury 3, 1893, the territory
hud been used in his building. On the came to the conclusion
that "waiting
next day the New Mexican printed the was weary, too weary.
Its collector
following which is interesting reading: was complaining that, as a consequence
of his innumerable pilgrimages to the
The nomination of Thomas It. Catron
by the Socorro convention as the repub- shrine which Mr. Catron had erected
e
walls built of this
lican candidate for delegate has unex within the
his shoes wore away with tlieweek
pectedly proved a lenelit to the people brick,
and his salary wts wholly devoted to payni New Mexico: for it yesterday resulted
Accordingly patience
in a transfer of $1 ,802.1 from the private ing for
ceased
be
to
a
on Febuary 5, 1893,
virtue
coffers of Thomas I!. Catron to the terriand
the
solicitor general
day
that
uiMin
torial treasury which has so long been
tiled a suit under'the title of the territory
kept out of its lights in this matter.
C'uinst Thomas It. Catron, which was
And thereby hangs a tale :
duly nuiuliereil
by Clerk Uoshorn.
During the year 1890, Thomas li. CatThis suit alleges that on the 31st day of
ron decided to build on the east side of May, 18!)1,
the said Catrou was then and
the plaza an elaborate building to stand
there indebted to the said territory for
us nn ornament to his name and to lie
of goods bargained, sold,
known to generations yet .unborn us the price and value
and
delivered
by
plaintiff to deblock.
Catron
fendant
defendant's
request,
at
In casting ab mi for the means of creellieu. Itartlett concludes by making this ediliee around whose existence ing the limit touching
statement,
so many of his ardent ambitions were to "yet defendant, not regarding his said
cluster, Mr. Catron contrived to make a promises and undertakings, bus not as
low rate for the manufacture of his brick yet paid said sums of money nor any or
bv the penitentiary convicts.
e.iher of them noranv part thereof." Ac
In fact, he succeeded m getting an conipanying this pe.ilio.i to the court
as set forth
agreement bv which brick was to lm tur- - was a lull ot parucu.ur
nished mm at the low rate of ft per 1,000, above
when many others who were not so for- Mr.Ca'.ron iminediurelv entered an ai
túnate were paving many times that neuranee in his own defence and on June
amount m cash for such building mate l.t, 1893, the case was set- lor trial on
rial. Delwcen July, 1890, and Muy 1S91 , June 2lt, 1893. The case was not tried on
432,305 brick were gotten under this ex- that day and went over to Deeeinlxr 11,
ceedingly advantageous contract, and whe.-- i it was set for trial on the 14ih.
ut ilized in the structure of I his monuOn December 12, all the possible rement toa great statesman, and as subsequent facts proved, a mighty financier. sources for delay having been exhausted,
Mr. Catron owned up in court language
The building, like all others of its kind, as follows:
grew in stature and soon its lofty walls
"Case No. 3,210. Now comes the
liegan to overlook the foliage of the plaza.
lis said that as this dream of Mr. Cat above named defendant in his own prop- ron's vouth lieeauie more and more a re-- 1 er person and confesses judgement there
ality, he was accustomed ofttimes to in m the sum of $1,802.11, and authorizes
KR75fl-Tot!il-

self-sam-

sole-leath-

1

51,2-1-

'

'

r.

Mexico.
It would seem, however, that even in
making this tardy (satisfaction of a debt

over three years standing, Mr. Catron
that his record as a.
"dodger" should not be broken ; for it i?
worthy of remark that $1,802.11 due on
December 25!, 1893, is a gixxl deal more
than $1,802.11 due yesterday. The territorial laws, with" which '.Mr. Catron
claims io lie quite familiar, are very explicit on this point. Section 1,735 of
the New Mexico laws says:
"Judgment and decrees for the payment of money shall draw the same rate
of interest with the contract on which
they are rendered."
Now this debt liet'ore judgment drew &
per cent, so that the amount due when
Treas. l'alen receivvd$l,802.U je.sterday
was not $1,802.11, but that amount with
$81.09 additional for interest since last

of

was determined

'

December.
In his haste to pay his debts as a preliminary to his campaign, Mr. Can-ohas doubtless ignored this small amjunt
as he has persistently ignored the principal for the last three or four years. As
for Treas. l'alen, he doubtless considers
the territory fortunate in getting any of
this money at all.
In addition to aiding the territorial
treasurer at this time, the payment of
this money by Mr. Catron yesterday
caused a thrill of ecstatic pleasure to run
through the whole circle of republican

politician ; and at this writing this thrill
is being transmitted to the henchmen in
every part of the territory.
The reason
of this state of affairs is that Mr. Catron's
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notion today is taken as an indication
that he has received fresh and substan-
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REGISTRATION BOARDS.

lie is a legally qualified voter and "swear
in" his vote.
tial additions to his bar'l. There are
Such a law might be passed by the terri
many who have recently intimated that A Great Expense
Wflich
Might be torial legislature and
Mr. Catron is financially hard up and
hundreds of dollars
Saved.
in fact a good many volumes of evidence
which are now thrown away might be
pro and con were brought forward before
Mr. George W. Knaebel in a court pro- Hundreds of Dollars are Thrown Away saved to the county which needs every
dollar that comes into the treasury for
ceeding only a few weeks ago. The beEvery Two Years In Urant County
lief that this alleged stringency has been
necessary expenses.
on Registration Hoards.
relaxed and that the Catron coffers have
If such a law were to be passed there
received new recruits is gladdening the
In a few days there will be in session might be less tendency on the part of
hearts of many of the faithful, for there
is nothing that adds so much to the en- in every precinct in this county a board some of the residents of the county to
n
thusiasm of a typical
dodge taxes. I think that such an ar
as the of registration
consisting of tjiree mem
presence of a good healthy supply of
rangement would tend to increase the
bers, whose duty it is to register all of
l)oodle on hand or in sight.
All in all, No. 3,2-4is likely to cut the legally qualified voters in the pre number of tax returns received by the
quite a figure in the campaign of '94
cincts. Each member of each of these assessor. It might be well to add to the
numerous boards is legally entitled to law a clause providing that no person
Knicl lty Newspapers.
receive the sum of three dollars a day should be considered a qualified voter
JAHimi) AND STAI1IIED.
for his services, to be paid out of the unless he had made a return of taxable
Joe Sheridan, the talented editor of
property within the nine months next
the Silver City Enterprise, was most county treasury. There are 25 precincts proceeding the election at which he dethe county and there will be three
woefully turned down by the republicans in
sired to vote.
in each of the precincts or 75
registrars
of Grant county. He was an avowed
The assessor could afford to make com
in all, at $3 a day.
candidate for the office of county com
plete lists of the voters of the different
This makes the comfortable sum of precincts in
missioner and in the convention he was
the county for one- jablcd and stabbed until, at its close not $225 a day which the county will have tenth of the amount which is paid
ten men in the county realized that Joe to pay for the registration of the voters under the existing law for registerwas in it. No wonder he is sore. New of the county for the coming election
ing the voters and the remainder can
The law provides that the boards Bhall
Mexican.
would
be saved.
be
The work
meet not less than thirty days before the in the hands of one
A SMOOTH MACHINE.
man, it is true, and
day for holding the election and they
it might be urged that he might not be
The republican bosses dictated the late
shall lx) in session at least three days entirely fair. This would be a
valid ob
republican convention from beginning to
After the three days' session the boards jection if the law provided, as it does
end. A slip was made on the assessor
are required to meet every Saturday now,
that no one could vote without
ship nomination but otherwise the until ten days before the election
and having first been registered. A provismachine worked smoothly. Deming
they must meet on the tenth day before ion for swearing in votes would entirely
Headlight.
the election to complete their work. In remove this objection and render the
THE TOOK MAN'S PARTY.
effect the law provides that every board
assessor powerless to advance the inof registration shall be in session at least
"I'm a republican," said an
terests of any party.
man the other day. "Why?," was six days and this would make the ex
Most of the counties in New Mexico
asked. "Because, lam. I always have pense of the boards in this county at
are in as serious financial difficulties as
have been and alwavs will be. I never least $1350.
Grant county and a law which would
scratched a republican ticket in my life.
Half of the time allowed by law would materially cut down the expense of the
It is the party for the poor man. Say, be ample for the registration of all of the elections would be of benefit to every
by the way, lend ine 10 cents to get some voters in the largest precincts in the
county in the territory. Prospective
valf's liver for supper." Nugget.
county, but in the smaller precincts legislators would do well to think over
Caught After Two Year.
there is not work enough to keep one this matter and devise a plan which
Deputy U. S. Marshal Ben Williams, man busy for half a day. The expense would save the counties in New Mexico
of Las Cruces, left for the south this of registration cannot be less than $54 something like $20,000 every two years.
morning, having in custody a woman in any precinct and there are a num
Democrat.
the county
named Josefa Bernal, charged with being her of precincts in
accessory to the murder of Francisco Ro where there are not 50 voters, so that it
CARSON,
mero, which occurred at Las Cruces two costs more than a dollar a head to regis'
years ago. Her husband is in the peni ter the voters in these precincts. As the
tentiary on a two years' sentence from law prescribes the number of days the
Socorro county for cattle stealing, and loard must remain in session and the
the woman recently came here on a amount of pay the registrars shall re
ceive, nothing can be done except
visit to him.
Comer Hroadwny and Texas Sts.
The present
Through the aid of local officials Dep through the legislature.
of
robbery
legalizes
the
the
uty Marshal AVilliams last night located arrangement
"
her at the home of Ramon Martinez and county.
Finest Brands of
for
took her into custody. She is a very
necessity
I am unable to see the
shrewd woman, aged about 24, and has boards of registration and believe that WLES,nQU01S&CiaARS
hitherto given the officers the slip sev- they might be done away with altogether,
Club Room in Connection.
eral times. It is alleged that this woman In some of the states the assessor is re
and throe male companions, while on a quired to furnish lists of all the qualified
deba lch at Las Unices about two years voters from
F.
the returns made to his of
ano. caused the death of Romero. Re
niño Morales, now in jail at Las Cruces (ice, and in some of the states it is pro FIRE INSURANCE AND NOcharged with being a principal in the vided that if the name of any legally
crime, confessed that she was in the qualified voter does not appear on the
TARY PUBLIC,
partv and held the horse ot one of tnein
affidavit,
make
may
Ofllee lit
he
registration
list,
while they stoned Romero to death.
SILVER CITY. NEW MEXICO.
supported by competent evidence, that
New Mexican.
stool-pigeo-

JOHN

Parlor

Saloon

Wm.

Lorenz,

I'ost-ofllc- e,
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and then vote the democratic republican ranks will be something
awful.
Ingftlls says he believes
The gold bugs arc not so hostile to
Published every Wednesday Morning by the republican party favors free coinage ward silver as they were a year ago.
at the 16 to 1 ratio. If he really thinks
LOOM IS & OAKES.
this he is more out of touch with his Their treatment of the silver question
Entered lit the postoltiVe at Silver City, party than any body has imagined. did not bring about the desired result
N. M., for transmission through the malls lit Senator Jones is a better authority on and
it is possible that they will not opsecond class rates.
the republican Party's attitude toward
a different course of treatment for
pose
Office on Yankle Street between Texas and free silver than ingalls is or ever was,
which has existed in busiparalysis
the
and
he
left
the
it
knew
because
he
party
Arizona Streets.
Advertising Kates on Application.
would not declare for free coinage inde- ness circles for over a year.
pendently of the action of the other
Subscription Untes, Postage Prepaid :
JunoK Boone authorizes The Eao.le to
The hope of a free silver decOne year
$2.00 countries.
1.00
laration by it republican national con- say that he has made no pledges to
Six months
.50 vention in advance of international action
Three mouths
campaign nor does he in
in the same direction is an iridescent any one in this
SILVER CITY. N. M OCTOHKK I lMlt.
thing of the kind. If he
any
doing
tend
dream, and the erratic Kansan will real
he will gountram- legislature
a
lives
few
to
it
goes
years
tins
he
the
longer.
ize
Democratic Ticket.
meled and unpledged. He is a man
REPUBLICANS
CLAIM EVERY
who has ideas of his own and is the right
THING.
For Delegate to Congress,
man for the place.
ANTHONY JOSEPH.
The republican platform adopted at
Tun attitude of eastern politicians
the Socorro convention contains the foltoward
silver is changing very rapidly.
lowing
:
astounding bit of misinformation
For the Council,
The ürst effort to have New Mexico Last week the democrats of New York
GEORGE W. MILES.
admitted as a state, came from the re- nominated David B. Hill, a pronounced
GEORGE CURRY.
publican party of this territory, which advocate of the free coinage of silver
lias
persistently favored its ad- for governor of the state. Legislation in
mission-'
e have at all times believed
For Representatives,
that the territory possessed the intelli favor of silver cannot be put off much
JOSEPH BOONE.
gence and capacity to entitle it to state longer.
R. L. YOUNG.
government, and it is with chagrin and
regret that we witnessed in 1!), the
Report has it that the populists will
democratic opposition to statehood.
For Sheriff,
be relieved of the annoyance of selecting
Nearly every schoolboy in New Mexico
BAYLOR SHANNON.
r,
a ticket next Saturday. Sigmund
knows that the lirst effort to have this
it is believed, has a slate already
For Collector,
territory admitted to the union was
framed for the occasion which can m
JOHN F. KIOUS.
made years before the republioan party
adopted without having to consult the- existed, but there is just as much founFor Probate Clerk,
wishes of many of the delegates.
dation for this claim as there is for any
EDGAR M. YOUNG.
of the extravagant claims made in that
The republicans in this part of the
For Assessor,
wonderful platform.
The republicans terrritory are not so proud of their canDAVID II. TULLOCK.
might with equal propiety, have claimed didate for delegate to congress as they
For Probate Judge,
that they built the ark as to have made might be. They are not so anxious to
ROBERT NEWSHAM.
the claim that they made the first at bet on the success of the republican can
tempt to have the territory admitted. didate for delegate as they were two
For Treasurer,
They
are claiming everything this year years ago.
G. W. M. CARVIL.
as usual.
For Suxrintendent of Schools,
The populists of the county could pay
It is the duty of every voter in the a handsome tribute to the financial abil
P. T. LINK.
county to see that he is duly registered
ity of George II. Utter by nominating
For Surveyor,
for the coming election. Boards of reghim for commissioner from this district
GEORGE U. BROWN.
istration will be in session in every pre.
at the county convention next Saturday.
For Coroner,
cinct in the county for the purpose of
He has done noble work for the party
ISAAC GIVENS.
registering voters every Saturday this
and deserves a reward.
month and also next Monday and Tiies
For Commissioners,
day. All male citizens of the United
1st District F. J. DAVIDSON.
Tos-Clakk has been a resident of
States who will have resided in the terri Deming since the town was started and
2nd District S. S. BRANNIN.
tory six months, in the county three is known as a thoroughly reliable and
3rd District A. J. CLARK.
months and in the precinct thirty days upright citizen. He is going to be elect63
Silver
next proceeding the 6th of Novemler are ed commissioner from the third district
3.05
Lead
entitled to register and vote. The pay and will fill the office with credit.
ment of the poll tax is not necessary to
TOLD THE TRUTH.
entitle an otherwise qualified voter to
It has been a long time since Pinos
is the register. Register Saturday.
The St. Louis
Altos bus leen represented on the board
leading republican newspaper of the
of county commissioners, but after the
The editor of the Liberal rises up from first of next January that place will havo
Mississippi valley. It is known as the
great religious daily, and the building k'hind the battlements long enough to an able representative on the board in
in which it is published is known as the say that the cruel war is over, but Don : the person of F. J. Davidson.
It has only just begun
"Temple of Truth" to the faithful. That is mistaken.
The only issue of any importance bepaper is thoroughly informed as to the although the political battlefield is thick
attitude of the republican party on the ly strewn with republican corpses fore the country at the present time is the
silver question. The following editorial, These poor fellows were stabled by their silver question and the sentiment of the
which needs no explanation, is taken friends and in their own camp, but when voters throughout the country is overRefrom last Friday's
the democratic hosts get after the repub whelmingly in favor of the free a id unpublican bimetnllists should read it licans next month the carnage in the limited coinn; nf qilvo",
twice

ticket

:

Lin-daue-

Globe-Democr-

Globe-D.'inoer-

T1IF, KAULK:

How does Don: H. Kedzie, of the
Lordsburg Liboral, reliidi tbe nomination
of R. If. Theilmann? Deming Headlight.
Don : swalloived his dish of crow like a
man, but that does not alter the fact
that it was a villainous dose. He isn't
'
alone either.
Thomas B. Cathon concluded that it
would lie better to pay for the brick
u.sed sonic years ago in his block at Santa
Fe before going out and asking for voles
this fall. AVe print the particulars' in

another column.
So.mk fellow

fixed up a slate for the

populist primary last Saturday evening
and it went through without even getting
the edge broken. It is hinted that one
of the republican leaders had a linger in
the pie.
TiiKiiE is a chance for the members of
the next territorial legislature to distinguish themselves. There are a great
many of the laws of the territory which
ought to be repealed and few new ones
are needed.
RiciiAKD Manhpiki.ii Whitk, the prize
kicker on the World's fair board, isn't
kicking alsjtit the nomination of Catron
this time. He kicked t wo years ago, but
swallowed Catron this time without a
struggle.

Tim republicans of the county are
hoping to get the aid of the populisms in
this campaign and are going to make a
big bid for it. Without populist votes the
leaders know that the ticket is doomed.
R. L. Yoi'.vo is one of the most popu
lar democrats in Dona Ana county and
he is going to have a big majority in
Grant and Dona Ana counties over his
opponent, A. L. Christy.

The prospects are excellent for the
election of the entire democratic legisla
tive ticket in this district this fall. The
nominees are all men worthy of support
and they are going to get it.
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The populists are confident of success
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
in Colorado this fall and the reelection
I A. ANCHETA.
of AVaite is not at all improbable.
O,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Will practico In all tlio courts of the territory. Criminal law a specialty. Office

corner Texas and Spring streets.
k
days and election day will
SILVER CITY
NEW MEXICO.
be here. Now is the time for the candiTAMES S. FTETDER,
dates to make hay.
r)
LAW,
Thihty-fou-

Special Muster's Sale.
W'HEHEAS, 11Y A CERTAIN DECREE
II made fiv the district court of tin; third
judicial district of the territory of New Mexico, in and for the county of Urnnt, the lHth
day of May, A. I). 1891, In a certain cause then
penning m sum court, in which sam cause
Matthew S. Cleveland is the coinnliiinant.
and William Sklllicorn and Lnnson A. .Snyder
are the respondents, it was, among otner
things ordered, adjudged and decreed that
the said respondents, within three days from
the date of said decree pay said complainant,
Matthew S. Cleveland, the sum of SttlO.OO.with
Interest thereon from the lath day of, May,
A. 1), 1HH4, together with the costs, charges
and allowances of said cause, falling In which
t lull the Divinises mentioned in sa d decree
and hereinafter described he sold for the pur
pose or satisfying said indehtedness, togemer
Willi the costs, charges and allowances as
aforesaid, and t tint the undersigned as a spe
cial master of said court execute sain sale.
And whereas, the sa hi respondents, William
Sklllicorn and I.anson A. Snyder, have wholly failed to comply with said requirements of
said decree, and tlie time within which said
payments were hy said decree directed to be
made has missed.
Tills is to give notice, that In pursuance of
said decree, I I lie undersigned special master
will, on Tuesday the 2nd day of October A. D.
1894, at 11 o'clock a. in., lit the front door of
the court house In the. town of hi ver City,
county of Ora nt and territory of New Mexico,
offer for sale and sell at public vendue, to
the highest bidder for cash in hand, the following described real estate situate in tin;
Pinos Altos mining district, county of Grant
and territory of New Mexico, to wit: that
certain mill known as the Skilllcorn and Snyder mill, the same being situated upon
mining
claim or mill
certain
that
Sklllicorn
known
the
as
site
site, more
mining
or mill
claim
follows,
as
described
particularly
1'omiucuciug at a stone monument 100 feet
the well that furnishes water to the
east
thence
Sklllicorn mill, and runs
;dH)
monument
a
to
stone
feet
corner of claim;
on
tlie
northeast
feet to a stone monuthence south
ment on the southeast corner of claim;
thence MKI feet west to listone monument on
the southwest corner of claim; thence WW
feet north to a stone monument on tlie northwest corner of claim; and thence IllKI feet to
tlie place of beginning: said mining claim or
mill site is recorded in hook 4 at pages 202
and 21Ct of mining locations said Orant county
records, to which reference Is hereby made
for a more particular description together
acres
of
three
with
the
siiace
about said mill with all machinery, fixtures, appliances and appurtenances in any
manner pertaining to said mill and mill
building.
John. I. Bkix.
Special master.
'

ATTORNEY AT
Office over Silver City National Bank.
SILVER CITY
N. M.
GILLETT,
ATTORNEY AT LAW and
NOTARY PUHLIC,
Collections a Specialty,
N. M.
SILVER CITY
0

B.

Of

A

A,

II. 1IARLLEE.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
.
SILVER CITY

')

N. M.

...

TOIIN M. OIXN.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Will practice in all the Courts of the

SILVER CITY.

Territory.

N. M.

PICKETT.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
N.
SILVER CITY,

HL.

M

Sliver City Post Olllce.
Office open dally except Sunday from 8 a.m
to 7 p. m.
Open Sundays from 9 to 9:40 a.m.. and one
hour after arrival of railway mail.
Money order department open dally except
Sundays from S a. in. lull p. in.
Mall closes for I'ort Bayard. Central, Hanover, (ieorgetown and all railroad points dally at 9:40 a. in.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at 8 a. in., Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays.
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except.
Sundays at 4:15 p. m.
Mail arrives from the east, west and south
dally al 4 p. in.
Mall arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at II p, m Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays.
Mail arrives from Pinos Altos daily except
Sundays at I0::m a. in.

Postmaster

L. A. Skkm.y.

to-w-

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad Time Table,
In Effect Auaust B, 1894.

IHMJ

A. II. H AHI.l.KK.
Solicitor for complainant.

No.

No. fuá.

SOU,

Arrives.

PKSTI NATION.

lt:4"ia. ni.
10:10H:0.-

10:10 a. ni.
12:40 p. in.
12:50 a. ni,
1:40 p. ni.

Silver City
I leming
Nutt

4:00 p. m.
"
1:10
"
12:40

"
"

Rincón
Las Cruces
El Paso

5:20 a. in.

1:20
.V.OS

"
"

7:40 p. m.

Arrives.

Leave.

John

Departs.

II. Mchoe. Agent.

rrSIXESSISBLTSLNESS!

E. ROSENBERG,

The above sale has been postponed by the
of said special master until Saturday,
Juim;k I5oo.sk mav as well make ar order
the tlth day of October, at 11 o'clock a. m.
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
rangements for a winter residence at n T.
I i.i.i es.
I promise you faithfully.
In the long run.
, niPHYSICIAN AMI SIRGEON.
the territorial capital. His election to
you shall save half your money, hy having
Rooms
drug
Store,
at year work neatly and promptly done to suit
OthVe at Bailey's
the legislature is not doubted by well
Dr. Bailey's residence.
yourself, at E. ROSENBERG'S
M.
N.
Silver City. N. M.
CITY
SILVER
informed republicans.

Rui'mtucAss have given up the hope
of defeating S. S. Urannin for commis
sioner from the second district. He has
too nianv friends in the county to be de

...

T

feated.
Slii'I'ery is slipping around after votes
but they are slipping through his lingers
like eels. It's going to le a slippery
campaign for Slippery.

LEITCH
EL I'ASO, TEXAS,
111 San Fianchi'u St.

T

V

T

MUSIC CO.,
AUlVQVEl'JlVE, S.
L'i)3 Hail mini Aid. ne.

.V.,

Gkohok Cuititv is one of the most popSell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
ular democrats in this council district
Can refer to many families w ith whom they have dealt.
and he will be elected by n big majority
Tuning of ritmos in (irant county attended to.
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, Today.
rnyt oinntli.
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DHAWCACKS OF FREE LIGRARIES
Tho Furtlcular Hook You Vt'unt Is Always
Out and the System cf Fines Annoying.

Here is one man's 'experience of a
free circulating library: "I gave my
reference and took out my first book.
It was good to scan the library list and
Bee the amount of literature I could
read free. The second time I wrote,
according1 to the rule, the list of cabal-i:;ti- c
figures which index tho book, and
after nearly a half hour's delay I was
told that the one 1 wanted was 'out.'
Then I put down fresh sets of figures
and wasted more half hours, but they
were mil 'out,' until I finally took in
desperation & bock recommended mo
by the young woman who disappears
for such an age to make tho searches.
This book proved so uninteresting that
I brought it back next day and again
went through the figure list business
and the half hours of waiting, until I
wound up by repeating my previous experience and taking' a book by recommendation.
threw it aside on reaching home
and forgot I had it until a postal warning me of the due of one cent for every
day over two weeks in which I had it
had now set in. I turned up with it
when eight ccnt3 were due, took out
another I didn't want and forgot it
until eleven cents were due, kept up
the business of figure lists, waitings,
books I didn't call for and fines afterward throughout a year until I might
far better have bought straightout the
books I wanted, but never got.
"At last one time with a book in my
possession I left town. ;A siege of
postals and of visits from a mysterious-lookin- g
man kept my servant busy. I
liad forgotten all about the book, and
my friends were indignant over the
dunning of this individual. On my return to town I found that my reference had been called upon to pay for
the book which I was in the position
of having stolen from the library, and
that my reputation was in tin unpleasant fix. I now pay for my books."

'I

TORTURING
How

the Poor

TURTLES.

Reptiles Are Deprived of

Their Shells.
"I never see any of the pretty articles made out of tortoise shell," said a
citizen of Oakland, Cal., recently,
"without thinking of the probable
torture the poor turtles had been (subjected to in order to procure the material for their manufacture. The natives in the West Indies lie in wait for
the turtles as they come to the shore
to deposit their eggs, then thoy catch
them and turn them over on their
bucks, uo that they arc absolutely helpless. The operation cf divesting these
creatures of their shells is cruel in the
extreme. Tho tortoise shell that we
value is merely the scales that cover
tho bony shield of the turtle. These
scales are thirteen in number, and a
large turtle will furnish about eight
pounds. In order to detach this shell
from tho living animal (for they don't
want to kill them, as in that case they
would be exterminated in a few years)
they fasten him down, and then put
dry leaves and grass under his back, to
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which they set lire. The heat causes
at the joints.
the scales
They then insert a large knife beneath
them and lift the bhcll from the back.
Many turtles die under the operation,
but they have been known to be
caught a second time with an outer
coating reproduced, but in such cases
there was only one piece, instead of

thirteen.
AUSTRALIA'S

It

CLIMATES.

Has b More Varied Assortment
Almost Any Oilier Lund.

Than

What is our idea of the Australian
climate? It is most probably news to
U3 to be told perhaps we' have never
even thought of it that in one colony
of New South Wales, in parta, the inhabitants experience a winter like Canada and a summer like Jamaica. In
Kiandra, says All the Year ltound, a
mining town on the borderland between New South Wales and Victoria,
there is no communication with the
outside world for four months in the
year except by the use of snowshoes.
Jnowshoe races are organized, and the
mail man has to use these means of locomotion.
At the same time in Queensland the
sun will be pouring down in overpowering strength, drying all before
him and making water dearer than
wine. To continue tho tale of this diversity of climate, in part of northern
Queensland the rainfall and vegetation
are not unlike those of Ceylon; in the
northern rivers of New South Wales
canebrakes flourish as moist and luxuriant as in Jamaica; in the west of
the same colony a long file of camels
laden with merchandise has become a
common object.
And in Tasmania
Assam hybrid tea plants grow side by
side with barley, maise and potatoes.

1.

HI3 FRESH OLI.VI3.
How a California Planter Amuses Himself
at tho Expense of l:.noccnt Travelers.
Eastern visitors to California are always much interested in the olive plantations which in recent years have become a feature of the most coutherly
counties cf the state. The lovers cf
tho succulent fruit when pickled and
bottled for sale in the east and north
arc always anxious to taste the olive
fresh and ripe. There is a popular impression that it is sweet and delicious,
but, like many other popular impressions, this isa delusion and a snare.
A few miles south of San Diego, says
the New Ycrk Herald, where tho railroad makes a jr.neticn with a email one
track road leading into Mexico, a largo
planter ha3 taken advantage of this delusion for his own amusement. On tho
arrival of each train from the north
numerous travelers dismount to await
tho starting of the train across tio
Mexican border. For their benefit tho
planter has nailed a box outside of his
fence just across the way from the rail-ren- d
ttaticn which ho keeps filled with
nice, ripe olives. A placard invites victims in those words:
FINE, FRESH, HIPE OLIVES,

:
:

HELP YOUUSELF.

:

:
:

Of course there is a rush from the
station as soon as the box and its contents arc discovered, and swarms of innocents seize the pretty fruit and dig
their teeth into it. Then there is a
combined howl and a great deal of expectoration and disgust, for the delusivo fruit arc nearly as puckcry as persimmons.
And the planter? Oh, he takes his
fun from a partly hidden summer house
within his grounds, where he occasionally seats himself to enjoy the spectaSurplus of Lawyers.
In 1850 the proportion of lawyers to cle. It is a sure cure for the blues, he
the male population in this country says.
was one in 4U4 and in 1380 it was one in
JAPAN JOTTINGS.
308. The number of lawyers in legislatures has always been greater th".ri
Folding fans were invented in Japan,
thsir proportion of the population and were suggested by the way in
would warrant. In Maine there hai which a bat closes its wings.
been on the average one lawyer foi
Fiiixoe-ta;- i.
fish, which arc cultivated
each ten members; in Vcímnt r.nü in Japan, sell lor one hundred dollars
Rhode Island, one for each twelve; iu apiece. Many such fish are found in
Connecticut and in New Hampshire, tho aquariums of wealthy New York
ono in sixteen, and i:i Ilassachusctt:;. families.
one in nine. Of tho entire number oi
I:i Japan dwelling houses are made
United States Ecnatora r.inco 17:",
at night. It is a violation of
2,01)8 out of 3,l::u have been lawyers.
the police ordinance to make an openOf the twenty-fou- r
president of t'.i3 ing in any part of the building
that
United States nineteen have been law- would let in a supply of
fresh air.
yers. Seventeen cf tho twenty-thro- e
Tests were recently made on a Japan
vice presidents and
cf the 3J cab- railway
inet officers have been members of the power of to decide a:i to the hauling
American and English locobar.
motives. The result chowed tho suThe Mslx's Power.
periority of the American machines,
A fish exerts its great propulsive and hereafter they are to bo preferred.
power with its tail, not its fins. The
paddle wheel was made on tho fin
The blackbird and tho cuckoo are
theory of propulsion, and tho screw the only known birds that never build
propeller had its origin in noting the nests.
action of the tail. It i'i now chown
Tiikee iiUNDKED AND SIXTY mountains
that the fins of the tail actually per- in the United States arc over 10,000 feet
form the evolutions described by the high.
propeller blades, and that the fish in
After being abolished for twenty-fiv-e
its sinuous motion through the water years the death pe nalty has been redepends on the torsional action of the sumed in Switzerland.
tail tj give it piwer.
air-tig-

'
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dian, had been more than piad to for a day's out'tnp; party well chaperoned, horses and driver absolutely
come.
Not fancy, merely, or the rush
Could the young ladies join
On the little table in the rose arbor, reliable.
Of feeling, guides tlio pen or brush,
them? And a chorus of girlish voices
3. Duster's
Mr
besides
basket,
workinp
As tint by tint, una lino by line,
was a volume of "The Vision of Sir added their entreaties, while the
Tho rerses grow, the colors shine!
blew a delicately suppestive
We And with these tiio crowning art,
Launfal," ivhioh the ladies had been
Whoso magic can alone Impart
little sonplet out into the air by way
in turn.
readinp
To genius nil Us highest gains-T- he
"There is such a musieial swinp to of flatterinp invitation.
faculty of taking pains.
Aunt Hetty's old eyes filled with
t'.iose l;t ;t verses,"' said Rose, "that one
tears of disappointment, but she braveI.o, for the joy of years to be,
is fc reed to remember them:
Destined for immortality,
" 'Who gives himself with his alms feed! ly winked them back before anyone
We hall the statue's marble grace,
three
could see them so she thought.
of
The loveliness
form and faro.
Himself, his hungering neighboring and me.' "
"Got up at live o'clock, did all the
Nor drcum what hours tho sculptor wrought
l'l!ut really," said Dotty, "it is only work, tramped over to Zene Lucas' to
With tireless h ind and an::ious thought,
be
the purest selfishness to
kind and catch a ride on his milk-carand then
Till from tha r.toac. with stroke on stroke,
peneroivi to others, for the reward is walked three miles more from the
The unveiled beauty stirred and woke!
so sweet."
mills in the hot sun, and all for nothTho rapt musician, whose sweet strain
"An here conies over the hill a re- ing," she was thinking. "Hut, dear
Jlils vanqui died sorrow smile again,
ward for two busy younp housekeep'lhrcw his whole soul, tho while ho wrote,
me! I was a pretty pirl once myself,
g
note,
Into each
ers, I suspect." said .Mrs. Dexter, as and had my pood times, too." So it
Pausing a thousand times before
tally-horthe sound of a
from the chanced that what she said, in all sinHis j jd:,':nenl p'.s ;c.l fia perfect score;
coach of a neipliborinp mountain re- cerity and earnestness, was almost
For. holdln : meaner work laucorn,
sort was hen rd rollinp in peculiar ca- convincing. "Do go right along, Hetlie lolled for ugea yet unborn!
denee amonp the echoes. "It is a ty. I shall be over again in a few.
They learn tho scret of suc?ess,
charming day for a coachinp part37."
ity
days, mebbe, and this will give nie a
Who
t wall nothing less
A nearer sound, however, attracted "nice
beside,
Perfection, wita no
chance to visit with your ma."
And. missing this. di.;s .tlslle.i:
their attention before the coach could And by avoiding Hetty's eye the old
HlVs brief day
And they alo io.
reach the pale a sound of the queru- lady considered that she had made a
To fa ne and ho.i.u' wia t'aa'r way
lous, high, cracked voice of an old very neat thing of her hard task.
Who iirst achieve, for such high gains,
woman in pown tend bonnet that may
The strenuous art of ta';ing p lius.
Rose turned eagerly to Mrs. Dexter
J. K. Eastwood, In Quiver.
have been bravely fashionable fifty and waited; but Dotty took the old,
years apo.
withered hands that were nervously
"S.vplad to find. you at home, Hetty, clasping and unclasping in excitement,
A VACATION MORNING,
and your ma, too. Walked all tho way an.l without a shadow of regret on lips
from Chatham Mills on purpose to see or in her heart, said:
an hear all about the collepe.
"1 am so much obliged to you, Tom.
Aunt Hetty and tho College Girl ye
hain't seen ye in .a lonp time, and I but I have other pleasures on hand for
Juat Homo from School.
have been longing for a sipht of your
Rut Miss Houston will go. I
sweet face."
have, never seen Eagle
You
think.
r
the
in
the
Out under
They pave her cordial preetinp, this
pleasant front yar.l of the parsonage, old Aunt. Hetty from Rlake's Corners, Cliff, dear," she continued, turning to
her friend, "and it is glorious up there
Dexter, the minister's only
and Hetty kissed, with penuine affec- in the darkness of the pines."
daughter, and her roomm.ite at
outwardface,
once
tion, the withered
lint the sunny face of the heiress
pretty Hose Houston, in their ly beautiful
and now shininp with infresh summer gowns are chatting mer- ward goodness, which action Rose no- was clouded with disappointment; and
to hide that look from Aunt Hetty's
rily with Mainina Dexter while they re- ticed with a bit of
for Rose
lieved a great dish of strawberries of expected her friends to be very loyal sharp eyes, Retty drew her friend
quietly away to the house to prepare
their stems.
to her, and lo3'alt3--, from her standHettVi a college senior now, was point, meant curing much for her and for thu drive.
" 'Tai n't no matter about me at all,"
scarcely a beauty, though her hand-- s Little for other.!. It was a part of her
said
Aunt Hetty. "Hetty won't stay
smiling
brown eyes made one edu
urn',
and perhaps no one could
for rut any little irregularity of fea- bl.im.1 li.;r. Indeed, one reason why she at homo on my account, will she'.'"
ture. And though everyone in college, lul l so pladly accepted the invitation asked the wavering old voice.
"She said that she had some pleasant
at least in the upper classes, knew that to the parsonage ha I been that she
answered the mothshe was only a minister's daughter, wished t ) have Rose all to herself. At plans for
er, with a loving ghmee down the
mi though any girl with half an eye
collepe some o:;c was always seeking
could trace the transmigration prog- her; but hero she thought it would be walk where her daughter was waving
ress in her hats and dress, and knew otherwi e. Yesterday, however, there her hand to the departing coaohers.
You may think the pirl was practicthat she could never give a really had been a Sanday-sehoo- l
class to enbut her mother dehandsome spread, yet no girl within tertain, and here was the old lady. ing
1. íe
college pates was so popular as Tho coachinp party would take them tected no trace of regret or disappointHetty Dexter, N'o pirl ha I so many both away, no doubt, and certainly at ment in the dear face, and Aunt Hetty
had one of the happiest .days in her
invitations for vacation, so many
Mrs. Doxter's ape, she, and not the
ts to walk, drive, row and daughter, would be the proper one to whole life a day remembered with
po into the city; but nearly all of her entertain Aunt Hetty. So Rose settled deepest gratitude to the last of her
g
life.
vacat ions were spent at home with the the affair in her own mind.
Looking over photographs is a comowr-lm-mother anil the delicate
It was a gay company on the great monplace amusement to most of us;
i
father, who made many
coach, with a little grig of a bupler but when one's eyes have seen just
i.i or.lcr to meet the slender college
and twenty younp people on top, while about tho same sights year after year,
il
bills. With her this summer, by
the chaperons were snugly bestowed
request, of the mother, had come inside. If you doubt whether so many for over fifty years, until the world
hi r rom-inalittle lioso Houston, could find space on a mountain tally-ho- , seems made up of little brown farmhouses and barns and sheds, and the
t'ie orphan heiress from New Orleans,
just present the problem and the
who love. I De.ty better tlia.i she loved co.ich to a party of that size, on a fine church and store once a week, then a
plimpae of handsome buildings, broad
ar'vono else in the wide world.
suminer morning, and they will speed- lawnsdiversifiod with picturesque cot"Ours is a liny dot of a home," said ily prove the truth of my statement.
tages and groups of pretty girls scatDotty, "and mother a:' I I do most of
Two smiling young men, in sui-imtered 'ub jut under the trees, of art
together;
you
will
have
but
work
the
flannels, and cheeks reddened by
a ro.al welcome, dear." And Rose, the brisk drive, were on the prouud treasures gleaming in marble whitea go nine, thouph a very desul- before the coach had timo to stop, and ness, of smooth waters covered with
tory sort of pirl, by iva 011 of her lonp were makinp their salutations to the viancinp boats rowed by pirlisn oarsmen, of study parlors decorated and
,years of orphanage ti:id years of
ladies and their request to Mrs. Dex-- 1 u !!i"ini' I in tV In
i"d ''-"-- .
about with a maid a id h;r trnar
'
'
!'
THE SE3RET OF SUCCESS.
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fashion of college girls then, 1 say.
looking over photographs ceases to be
commonplace.
Betty had no end of pleasant stories
to tell of the college life; of its goo;1,
times and disappointments; of the dayc
when she visited the great city and
walked through the bnsy streets which
Aunt Hetty had never seen; of the
concert when IJetty had been showered with roses by her enthusiastic
classmates, and how sonic of the roses
were a ; large across as a saucer, and
r,o sweet; of the days when he worked
co busily to refashion the three
old hat:i or gowns into dainty
confections lit to be worn by the side
of the fay headgear of her companions. L.!u lived over again all her
pleasant college days, her freshman
opes,
sophomore ambitions
and
junior triumphs.
She brought out
iiose'3 banjo and made Aunt Hetty's
'face chine with youthful delight as
itu iang the l.vely boating songs ind
rolliokiu f tunes
of college
;;'irls a.i in.ii. For Ann t Hetty had
bjeu a l.ve!y g.rl, too, ia her day, and
loved r.i rry times. She would always
be a little gayer in spirit, a little leus
likely to cit down in her old brown,
worn room and think of her bereavements, than she had been; and once
in awhile, out in the little orchard
where not even the hired man could
hear her, or by the winter hearth
when the wise cat was asleep, she
would hum to herself, with great satisfaction, some of these college airs.
They had a pretty luncheon of bouillon, lettuce sandwiches, fresh eggs,
berries, and a great golden custard
pie, Aunt Hetty's special delight. Then
Betty's deft fingers attacked the time-wor- n
black bonnet, to make it look a
little more "like folks," as its owner
expressed it; and if a particular piece
of black ribbon which was to have
made a smart bow on her own little
turban "made sunshine in a shady
place," ho to speak, on the dreary waste
of that ancient piece of head-geaI
think that none of Betty's friends
missed it, because under the turban
was a face that made you forget what
was above it.

HOW
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HER.

LOVE

I found myself instinctively looking
up for the memories. Just then a peddler accosted us.
"Looking for your old homestead?"
he ns'.ed. "Hire one of my fine

How I lovo her nono may say
In whnt sweet muí varied way
Loving ho." lulu wy and thut;
For u riuuoii on her hut
for her soft check's crimson dyes
Por a trlel; ot her bluo eyes!
How I loyo her no 10 may say,
Yet 1 love her all the day
How I lovo her none may know;
Who ea:i ;:vy why roses grow?
liow, where'er It breathes and blows,
t tlll I lie vouKh wind love.) the rose?
For her liys, so hnoy sweet,
For the falling of her feet
Who shall all uy 1 ve declare?
Yet I lovo her all the year

sea-con- :;'

How I lovo her none may say;
In the winter, In the May
In all seasons, dii'Ii or bright,
Lovo by day an lovo by night!
For her glane j. her s allo; the mere
Preseuco of her there and horel
In my slghlnj;, in my song,
Still I love her all life long!
F. L. Stanton, in Atlanta Constitution.

i

THE NEW YOIIK ALPS.

r,

"Who glvos himself with his alms, fecdt
three,
Himself, his hungering neighbor, and me."

Helen M. North, in Demorest's
azine.

Mag-

Queer Guests.

Lady Morgan records in her "Diary"
that while dining at the palace of the
archbishop of Taranto she met with
guests whose presence would have
been more becoming to the playroom
of a boy than to the dining room of an
Italian prelate. Between the first and
second courses the door opcnecLand several enormously large and beautiful
cats were introduced by the names of
Pantaleonc, Desdemona, Otello, etc.
They took their places on chairs near
the table, and were as silent, as motionless, as well behaved as one could desire. On the bishop requesting one of
the chaplains to assist Signora Desde-- ,
mona to somet'.iing, the butler stepped
up to his lordship and observed: "Desdemona will prefer waiting for the
roasts.'" Youth's Companion.

A New

Jersoy

View of the

Ma-a'- s

City in 1020.

It was a sultry morning

in August,
having an idle .day in New York,
I had inveigled a fricad into showing
me its raarvcloui sights.
"I hope you've brought an overcoat,"
he said, to my amazement, as we
started out. "You will need it,"
moping his forehead. As he
spoke wo turned into a narrow street
running north and south. Hero a
breeze struck our faces as cool as if it
blew from the ferny depths of a canyon.
The light was twilight, and
looking up I saw that we were walled
in by gigantic buildings. Far above,
between their black sides, ran a silver
ribbon of sky.
"We are now entering the range of
the New York Alps," he exclaimed.
"But what is t!io reason for
change in the weather?" 1 asked,
fearing to contract pneumonia before
I could button my coat.
"Why, the suu rises at eleven and
sets at two in this street. Jt is called
Crevasse alley. This building on the
right is Jung frail, the other JuggerHe
naut. Both are
then began to stare so hard at Jung-fra- u
that I thought ho must bo trying
to discover a mortgago on it, but one
glance at his face assured mo that
was wrong. Ho was weeping. "That
is my old homestead," he sighed.
1 looked at hiin amazed.
"What a
perfectly enormous family there must
have been!"
"Only three children," he replied,
puzzled at my surprise. "Oh, I nee,"
he laughed; "you thought we occupied
the whole building. No, indeed; there
were forty-liv- e
other families under
the same roof. My homestead is the
two extremo northeast windows of the
tenth lloor. See, ond of them has a
jar of milk on it." Then followed an
eloquent silence which I dared not
break. "I tell you, Tom," he at length
continued, "it stirs all the poetry in
my being to see my old homo again.
What fond memories cling to that
11)29;

d,

this-sud-de-

snow-capped-

My companion drew himself up stiffly.' "My family were first settlers, and
our windows can bo seen with the
naked eye. You see, my father," ho
continued to me, "owned a very valuable layer of air th.'ee hundred an.l
il.ty feet above the building. I wd3
not old enough then to advise him, so
lie s:ill out. But it was a mistake.
New York air Í3 getting more valuable
every day."
1 thought it a kindness
to check
so I said:
unhappy .eininiscenc.-s"But how can the memory of such a
cooped-n- p
life bo grateful? What fun,
for instance, can a boy have in such a
place?''
"Oli, it was possible in those days to
much the sidewalk during the course
of a morning, and there we played
like rowdies. To be sure, we were
cramped in many ways. We were like
the elephant in the conundrum wo
couldn't climb a tree; then the rules of
the ilat admitted no domestic animals
neither dogs, chickens nor horses."
"That was hard."
"Yes; stili I love the old spot."
As we talked we threaded our way
through Ravine street and Oulley way,
always in the cool shadow of buildings
whose top3 were loot in the clouds. I
was thinking the while of the sweet,
idle fields of my New Jersey farm, and
I asked: "Is there not ground enough,
that people should take to building
ea .ties in the air?"
"Is it possible, urn, that you do not
understand the wonderful advantage
of those builtling.i?"
"Frankly, no; and, moreover, I've
boon racking my brain to discover why
they are painted in stripes."
"The particular building before you
is called the Refrigerator,"
he explained. "And thoso stripes are the
iiothermal lines representing its summer climate red being torrid; green,
temporate; white, approaching arctic.
Well, I'd no idea you know so little of
the world; you must have been living
in New Jersey."
Then, seeing my
confusion, he said: "In that case you
need a change of air. Let us ascend
the Refrigerator. It only takes a day
and a half."
"A day and a half!" I gasped. "And
you sleep in the elevator?"
"Wiiy, yes.
There are Fullmnn
cle ;por3 attached.
But don't say elevators, ,nn:i; that's old American.
They're called translator.? now. Come,
it's sweltering here, and once thcro
we'll have peaohos for tea and toboggan elides after. I know some delightful people, too the first families
of the Refrigerator, who claim to have
cms up i l he iirnt translator."
The p'.a:i was alluring, 1 agreed, and
in an iioui'we were on board the translator, sp 'c ling upward.
Tin ilr.it ctations were hot, noisy
clam , and, as I am rie'.i and poverty
annoys me. I paid no attention to
t'.ij::i.
It givw mor j interest'.:' i:i
,

1
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WOMEN BATHERS.
the afternoon, when we struck October mers were wild with excitement. Hut HINTS TO
weather, and as we neared a station one night it disappeared, having disDo not place too much trust in but"Thirty covered, I suppose, that the World was tons and strings. Eeinforce all fastenthe conductor called out:

mir.utes for shopping."
ings by safety pins.
not exactly a heavenly body."
Upon my looking puzzled my friend
Don't venture beyond your depth and
Just then we were attracted by a
said: '"We'll need to stop and buy great
allow yourself to be rescued more than
lightning-rod- .
under
crowd
a
warmer clothing." I was beginning to
"Why, you see," explained a man, once or twice during the season.
lose the power of being surprised, so I
Don't show your love of. the water by
had a frigct last night; a star got
"we
made no exclamation when we alighted
staying in very long. It merely makes
on our lightning-rod.- "
stuck
upon an indoors street lined with
one's lips blue and one's complexion
"You don't mea i it?"
stores. The inhabitants were brisk,
fact, sir. After an hour of agony mottled.
"A
and there was a general air of gayety on
our part, during which we played
Brown locks or golden, done up in
and a great display of fashion.
the hose on it, it wiggled itself clear coquettish knots, are pleasanter to look
"We've now entered the green
and rolled off."
upon than oilskin caps. But salt waisotherm," s; 1 my friend; "the sum"How strange it all is!" I murmured ter plays havoc with coquettish knots.
fact,
mer resorts oi the 'uppar ten.' In
as wo walked on.
my geography
The woman who is "learning to
the social scale runs up and down this days I uSed to "In
consider tho Rocky swim" is the recipient of much more
building like a thermometer, and one
seeing the attention than she who knows how to
mountains high, but
often hears the elite described as a New York buildings after
I shall never swim. ' Therefore never quite master
seventy de greo'family."
again presumo to th'nk so. I under- the gentle art of swimming, but al"At least at one end of the scale
stand now a sentence in my daughter's ways be about mastering it.
.1.
they live on 0," I addc
lesson which puzzled us both. It said
Wiikn you are ready to open the door
"The next region is a queer con- 'The New York
glacier rises in tho
e
and appear before
trast," he continued, as the translator New York Alps, takes a downward of your
remember that
company,
critical
a
again sped upwards. "The apartments
course, and empties into the West sitie matters will not be improved by delay,
arc inexpensive, for clouds hang consewer.'"
and that tho best placo in which to
tinually about the windows. The com"Oh, yes; that starts in the north hide your abbreviated draperies is in
munity is composed almost entirely of gutter of the Iceberg flats."
the water not in front of the bathhouse
poet i and artists, for they love to live
As it was getting late we descended door
in tho clouds, you know."
to the summer resorts, where we bad
Do not promenade the beach or lie
I was much disappointed to see that, decided to remain a time in preference
as our route lay through a dark shaft, to the Arctic region; for, as my friend in the sand after your bath. You have
seen chickens and other animals whose
we could see nothing of the scenery.
said, "Living was too high up there." natural clement is not water, after a
The room was artificially lighted, and
Caro Lloyd, in Leslie's Weekly.
Irenching shower. Be warned by these
I only felt with horror that we were
.íumble members of creation and betake
still flying upward.
The Doctor's Hash Promise.
yourselves directly from the waves to
"Aren't we almost up to heaven?" I
This is a true tale, and it points a the dressing-room- .
N. Y. World.
asked, finally.
A
had
of
city
physician
this
moral.
"No," lauged my friend. "But this
treated a certain gentleman and va3
RAILROAD SIGNALS.
is our last stop. We are now on the asked the question: "How much do I
roof of the Arctic flats," he explained owe you?"
Three whistles mean "back up."
as we alighted. "This is mild winter
"Three dollars," said the physician.
Two whistles signify "off brakes."
climate."
But when tho patient drew forth a
Continued whistling mean "danger."
I observed many bazars where furs, ten dollar gold piece the healer looked
One whistle signifies "down breaks."
skates and blankets were for sale, and chapfallen, and asked, anxiously:
One pull of the bell cord signifies
Christmas trees' were standing every- "Have you no change?
"Ktop."
where. There had been a light fall of
"No," was tho answer. "Only this
A red flag raised at a station means
snow, and children were coasting mer- and two nickels."
"stop."
rily down a slanting roof; there wer.i
said
two
nickels,"
give
mo
the
"Then
Two pulls of the bell cord mean "go
even a few sleighs. I noticed shadows the physician, "for if I take the gold I
ahead."
shifting over us continually, and look- shall be seven dollars out."
ing up I saw
flying in every
Three pulls of the bell cord mean
The unhappy man had rashly prom-- ,
direction.
ised his wif j that all tho gold taken in "back up."
"You will be surprised to hear," said by him in tho discharge of his calling
Short, sharp whistles, "a cattle
my friend, "that many never leave should bo his wife's perquisite.
alarm."
Louthese regions during their lifetime, isville Courier-JournaA lantern swung in a circle signifies
which accounts for the fair northern
"back the train."
typo of the inhabitants. I have an
A Genuino Hero.
A red flag waved up the track indiaunt living here whom I've never seen.
A party of young men were telling cates "danger."
She was naturally frigid and pre what they would do were they wrecke I
A red flag by the roadside means
ferred living in these flats. We call far out to sea, and ljf t buffeting tho
her Aunt Arctic, and often talk of lit- - waves without a planlc to assist them. "danger ahead."
A r;:d Hag carried on a locomotive
ting out an expedition to discover
Each ono gave his opinion except signifies "a special following."
'
her."
.
Paddy Murphy, who after being asked
A lantern ' swung at right angles
"Had you any idea," I interrupted, for his, replied:
the track means "stop."
across
half-paten o'clock. It's
"that it was
"Bedad, ye cowardly set of spalA lantern raised and lowered verticperfectly light!"
peens, ye'd all bo after savin'
"Oh, that's because we're so near tho
an' not tryin' to save another. ally is a signal to "start."
star You'll find out that all the as- Why, it's Paddy Murphy that woul I
Tin:
tronomer., live here. They tell us that swim ashore an' save himself, and thin 2,000 Frenen support 4,300, little Japan
and the land of macaroni and hand
there are indications that Mars is leav- come back an' thry to save another!" organs ,500.
ing her orbit to avoid the smoke from
Toledo Blade.
It requires exactly 1,200 to satisfy
the chimneys of our high buildings."
the
literary tastes of the natives of
"I don't doubt it. I should think on
A Thorough Confession.
a soft summer evening one might even
me
said,
one
sho
"tell
"Herbert,"
Awa, exclusive of Japan, prints 1,000,
hoar the music of the spheres here."
thing, and tell me truthfully. Were
Spain H.IO, and the czar, with the aid of
"You may laugh," ho rejoined, "but you ever intoxicated?"
his ecnsorn, edits 800.
queer things have happened. It's an
"Well," replied the young mau, "l
Avsthama is also credited with 800,
once."
actual .fact that after tho Wcrld was
Greece -- 00 less, Switzerland 450, Holbuilding was completed one of Jupi"What do you mean?"
ter's moon3 deserted him and took to
"I had a tooth pulled and took laugh- land and Belgium 300 each, all others
l.o;u.
rjvolvin-- around Ht dome. Astrono ing gas." Toledo Blade.
bath-hous-

air-shi-

l.
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"The tooth of a rattlestake or cobra
HE NAMED THE TOWN.
is to sharp an instrument ihat beneath
Choking
In!l:iii responsible for KeoA
a powerful microscope the point looks
Peculiar Cognomen.
kuk's
perfeety smooth,

SERPENTINA LOKE.

whereas under the

"Just been out in Keokuk. Hottest
Interesting Scientiflo Facts About same magnifier the point of a needle place in Iowa," said a weary traveler
appears rough. It often happens that
Poisonous Snakes.
other day. "Wonder why they
Different Effect 8 of the Venom of
rious Reptiles The Deadly Marine Snakes of the Indian Ocean.

Va-

The following facts are given by a
snake scientist, a man, in fact, who
knows what he is talking about. Such
a one is Dr. Leonard Stejncger, in
charge of the reptilian department of
the national museum at Washington,
lie said to a correspondent of the Dos-to- n
Transcript:
"You do not admire snakes, I suppose? Well, it is all a matter of taste.
There was Prof. Itaird, former secretary of the Smithsonian institution,
lie swallowed the poison glands of the
rattlesnake one day, just to make sure
that the venom was harmless when
taken internally. The experiment us
a risky one; I would have advil
hiin against it. At all events, it is
well that he did not try the poison
glands of a cobra.
"You see," continued the doctor,
gently stroking with his finger the
head of a harmless living snake to give
the
pleasure, "the poisons
are different. Each of them contains
two distinct active principles, one of
which produces local symptoms in ease
of a bite, while the other has a tendency to paralyze the nervous centers
of the victim. The latter preponderates in the cobra venom. A wound
made by the tooth of that species of
serpent is a mere puncture and causes
little swelling. The person bitten is
killed by paralysis of the nerve centers.
The danger of the rattlesnake bite, on
the other hand, is from mortification
of the injured part, which may proceed so far that the tlesh actually petrifies. Cobra poison in its natural state
i one of those fluids which are able to
pass through membranes. 1 f sv.'t: llowed
it would be apt to go through the
walls of the alimentary tract an J get
into the circulation in that way.
"That is a python," he said, "but it
h not a very large one. The species
attains a length of thirty feet and a
diameter of a foot. If I met such a
serpent would my scentifie knowledge
give me a better chance, in an encounter with it? Well, perhaps. Notwithstanding my enthusiasm as a collector.
I would certainly run away if I could.
Supposing that the animal seized me,
it is probable that I would keep my
wits better than the average citizen
would under such circumstances. The
only thing to do would be to grasp the
creature by the throat and try to
strangle it. The other day I read a
statement to the effect that the proper
course to pursue in an emergency oi
the kind was to take hold of the tail
of the snake and unwind the constricting coils from that end. In my opinion
that would be a poor plan to adopt
with a python, inasmuch as its tail it
the strongest part of it, being made
powerful
lioldir.tr on.

an igncrant person will remove the
pe is n fangs cf a venomous serpent,
imagining that the operation renders
thy animal permanently harmless.
This mistake is apt to give rise to fata)
accidenta. Within a few days the next
two teeth behind the extracted fangs
move forward and establish a connection with the poison glands. Then the
snake is as dangerous as ever. Fakirs
in India understand a more effective
process.
They cut out the poison
glands and apply hot irons, destroying
the parts entirely.
Even the deadly
cobra may be rendered in that way at
innocuous as a kitten.
"My scientific ardor has never induced me to try the effects of snake
bites on my own person. Hut several
of the people attached to the staff ol
the National Museum have been bitten. Mr. Schindler permitted a coral
snake to bite him in order that In;
might study the results. Our taxidermist, Joseph l'alraer, narrowly escaped
a nip from a rattlesnake, which was
torpid und caina to life while he wat
handling it. Dr. Schufeldt was bitten
by a (üln. monster and suffered considerably in consequence. A man ought
always to be willingto sacrifice himsell
for the sake of getting knowledge. A
certain person in the employ of the
Smithsonian institution, whose name I
will discreetly withhold, found a peanut in the stomach of a Peruvian mummy and ate it. lie wanted to see if any
thing would happen.
"Among the most venomous serpents
in the world are the marine snakes oí
the Indian ocean. They are the dread
of fishermen, and it sometimes happens
that vessels are obliged to thread their
cables through barrels in order to prevent the reptiles from swarming on
board. Great numbers of them may
often be seen floating on the surface of
the water as if asleep. They are exceedingly fierce, and will commonly attack human beings without provocation. The
'hoopsnake' is a favorite snake of the newspapers. It is
said to take its tail in its mouth and
roll like a hoop. This belief may be
accounted for by the fact that the snake
has a way of accomplishing locomotion
by extending itself at full length,
bringing its hinder part into a loop and
springing forward, repeating the operation with Mich rapidity that to the
eye it might produce the effect of rolling
hoop-fashion- .''

Camulu'8 field Ten Crop.
The field pea is nn important crop in
Canada, partly ecause it succeeded in
localities where corn cannot be frown
and partly because in many localities
the pea weevil, which infests peas
grown in the states, is not known. It
was long the habit of fanners near the
Canada line to send north for seed peas
free, from the weevil. When Canada
seed peas were procured each i.prinf;
one or two crops and sometimos i:i; i
could be grown in the states, free from
bugs before the pest wov.1.1 iv::p;-e:-.1

r.

the

have- such towns on the map. Only
place there that appears to do any
business is the steam laundry. What
does the name Keokuk mean, anyway?"
"Indians named it," said a traveling
man, in the rotunda.
"Wish they had forgotten to," sighed
the weary wayfarer.
"Ever hear how it came about?"
asked the drummer.
"Never," replied the traveler, as ho
sank, exhausted, into a chair.
"Well, it was in this way," said the
commercial man, sitting down. "Years
ago a lone Indian walked across the
plains looking for game and trouble,
lie shot a prairie chicken, built a fire
near the river and cooked his bird on
what is now the site of Keokuk."
"Was this in the summer time?"
asked the traveler.
"It was," said the drummer.
"Dont see why he needed a fire to
cook a chicken, then."
"Never mind about that. lie cooked
his chicken and proceeded to demolish
it. As he sat upon the river bank engaged in this pleasing pastime it suddenly occurred to him that some day
there might be a great city built where
he was sitting."
"The red man was fooled," said the
traveler.
"Well," continued the drummer, not
heeding the interruption, "he thought
to give that great city a name, and he
the chicken still in his hand, and
prepared to register the name with the
winds of heaven. Just then a bone
.tuck i:i his throat and all he could say
"
was
Then the two men clinched and the
porter pulled them apart.
--

'Ke-o-ku-

TREE.

MINES.

Curious Industry of Southern Asia
I.os E :crlli-n- t for Collins.
One of the most curious industries in
the world is the business of mining for
jollín plunks which is carried on in
.V

Upper Tonquin, a portion of the French
wssessions in southeastern Asia. In a
certain district in this province there
exists a great underground deposit of
logs, which were probably the trunks
if trees engulfed by an earthquake or
some other convulsion of nature at a
comparatively recent period.
The trees, says the Youth's Compañón, are a species of pine known to the
:ativcs, and also to some extent to European commerce, as r.am-hoThe
vcod is almost imperishable, and has
..he quality, either through its nature
r as the result of its soujourn under-rrounof resisting decay from damp.
This quality makes it particularly valuable for the manufacture of coffins,
md for this purpose it is lurgely exported to Europe.
The trees are often a yard in diameter. They are buried in sandy earth
it a depth of from two to eight yards,
:.l ave dug up by
labor as do- d,
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mand is made for tliem.
In many other places in the world
trees are found underground in a very
fair state of preservation. In Vermont certain meadows, which now arc
cultivated every year, are known to be
underlaid with great masses of logs
which were brought down and deposited
in great jams in floods within the recollection of living men, and left where
they were. In the course of'tiine the
Litersliecs between the logs filled up
with earth and all were covered over
evenly with more earth and vegetable
growth.
Whenever any of those buried logs
are du-- up they are found to be in u
surprisingly good state of preservation;
but the business of "mining" them has
not yet become un industry.
f

STORY OF THROCKMORTON.
Iiow Ho Obtained a Verdict for a Client
in a Texas Court.
The late Gov. Throckmorton, of

Texas, was once engaged in the defense
f a man accused of murder. The evidence against his client, says Kate
ield's Washington, was too strong to
be overcome by any plea except that of
self defense; but tho man killed was in
his shirt sleeves at the time, and no one
had seen him with a weapon expose:!.
Mr. Throckmorton at the proper juncture of affairs suddenly pulled off
his coat and waistcoat and, turning
around so that the jury could see every
side of him, inquired whether, in their
judgment, he was armed or not. The
answer in the negative was unanimous.
With a knowing smile Mr. Throckmorton proceeded to draw from under his
left arm one pistol, another from under
his right, one from each of his boots,
from
end, finally, a huge bowie-knif- e
tinder his shirt at the back of his neck.
As he laid the weapons in a row on the
table, he said: "You, see, gentlemen,
although in my shirtsleeves, it was not
safe to consider me unarmed." 'Hie
counsel for the prosecution knew from
that moment that their case was gone.
1

His Striking Feature:
A

certain judge who is blessed with

SLEEPING

It

A

famous London will bequeathed

CHURCH.

Is a Sign, for One Thing, of the Approaching Old Age.
Dr. Chalmers went to preach for Ed-

ward Irving, the erratic genius who
asked the privilege of making a few
preliminary remarks and spoke an hour
or so in a crowded building, says the
Christian Advocate. Chalmers, referring to it afterward, said: "Whatcould
I do in an exhausted receiver?" There
arc many eases justifying sleeping in
church; the mother who has been
watching two or three nights with "a
tick child; the father who has been
thoroughly overworked, and invalids,
are not to be condemned if they doze
in the sanctuary unwillingly. The carbonic acid gus resulting from crowds,
and especially from gas jets, old air
heated by steampipes, the effects of
furnaces with red hot ilrepots, through
winch not only carbonic acid gas, but
a far more dangerous gas, can percolate, make the most devout and attentive drowsy.
Sometimes the first signs of old age
are a tendency to sleep in church. The
philosophy of the nod and of the attitudes of the head is this: Unconsciously we hold our heads in position by an
effort of the will. When sleep begins
that is relaxed: gravity takes charge of
the head and also of the under jaw,
but as the head slips back it produces
an uncomfortable feeling that slightly
awakens the sleeper, who spasmodically exercises his will and straightens
himself up, and relaxes it immediately
afterward. This may continue in some
cates, putting the man in the attitude
of bowing assent to
apparently
every succeeding sentence. No woman will voluntarily sleep in church
desire
if she has the ordinary
to appear well. It must, however,
be conceded that in many instances
the minister is to blame. If he succumbs to depressing influences, and especially if he drones or is prolix, or
preaches only "words, words, words,"
or has a canting tone, so that on whatever he says the same stress is laid
at regular intervals; if he turns his
face to the wall and does not look
at the audience, or lixes his eye upon a
pcint and never removes it. or is very
long, cr makes the same gestures frequently, he may lull the people. Some
preachers have to preach half an hour
or i.o to become interesting. It was
well said to one of them: "If you had
delivered the lirr.t thirty minutes of
your discourse in the adjoining grave-yrr- .l
before entering the church the
effect upon the living would have been

a tremendous head of hair, which is
generally in a state of wild disorder,
was questioning a youthful witness, to
make sure that he comprehended the
character and importance of the oath
he was about to take. "Hoy," he said,
with his severest and most magisterial
manner, "do you feel sure that you
could identify me after six months.
ITow be careful. Think before you
r.peak." ''Well, your honor," replied
the boy, after a prolonged survey of greater."
tho judge's portly figure and rugged
features, "I ain't sure, but I think I
NAPOLEON'S
could if you wasn't to comb your hair."
A Confuting Cluuge.

IN
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DAINTY

TOILET.

After Hln Morning Shava His Valet Scoured
Him with Knu Do Cologne.
One of the most interesting articles

"all my black and white horses" to a found umong the recent numerous escertain devisee. After the lawyers had says upon th'. private life of Napoleon
wrangled to determine whether all the is cn the toilet cf the emperor, which,
black horses and all the white ones it r.rpi ars, was a most important matwere meant, rr only the piebald, or ter and regulated down to the eraallei.t
ones, a witness
detail with mathematical precision.!
that all the horses of the dead man When awakened it was Na poleons
were marcs, and the confusion was
to frlar.ee over the paper while the
testi-lie- d

1

cus-tor-

w crzo.

confounded.

a
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fires were Jit. lie was sensitive to cold,
and a fire was prepared in every room
even in midsummer. Then of distinguished people awaiting an audience
he would designate those whom he
wished to see, after which he would
rise and take a hot bath, lasting about
an hour. The daily shaving was the
next duty. Ordinarily his physician,
Corvisart, would be present, chatting
and securing favors for his friends.
Napoleon's greeting was usually some
badinage, such as: "Ah, charlatan!
How many patients have you killed thi
morning?'' And the physician would'
reply in kind. Two valets were neces
sary for shaving, one holding the basin
and another the mirror. The emperor,
in a flannel robe, do chamber, then
covered his face with soap and began
to shave. Throwing off his robe,
was next deluged with eau do
cologne and subjected to a thorough
scrubbing with a rough brush. The
valet then rubbed the whole body with
linen rolls saturated with eau de colognea custom that Napoleon had acquired in the cast. The scrubbing was
none of the lightest, either, for ho
would call out from time to time:
"Harder rub harder."
When the
scrubbing was over the emperor
dressed himself. A curious detail of
his custom was the religious care with
which he kept hung around his neck
the little leather envelope, shaped like
a heart, which contained the poison
that was to liberate him in case of irretrievable reverses of fortune. This poison was prepared after a recipe that
Cabanis had given to Corvisart, and
after the year 1808 the emperor never
undertook a campaign without having
his little packet of poison.
s

Origin of tho Word Honeymoon.

It was formerly a custom among

Teutonic nations to drink a liquor made
of honey, and called hydromel, for a
moving age (a month) after the wedding feast. Hence the name "honeymoon." The Teutons' knew very little
about treacle, as we learn that the name
Teutoni was given, ;.30 1$. C, to a race
of people who had long been settled
in the country, and in the province:;
which are now known respectively n:
but
Denmark and Schleswig-IIolstciwhich were then known collectively as
the Chersonesus Cimbrica. The Teutons may even have brought the custom
to England with thein when they eair.e
over the Kimraerian llosphorus about
580 It. C.

Japanese Soldiers.

British officer, who apparently
knows, says that it "would be as reasonable to charge bravo men armed
with pitchforks against brave men
armed with rifles as to pit, man f.r
man, the Chinese in their present condition against the Japanese. Of all
native and colonial troop3 I have seen,
and I have seen most of them," sayshe,
"I would, next to Goorkhas, prefer a
regiment of Japanese. They lire brave,
temperate, patient and energetic, and
at this moment the Chinese, whatever
might be done with them, are two
hundred years behind." There is a
gymnasium in every Japanese
A
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